This Module discusses some of the principal regulatory issues affecting the information and communications technologies (ICT) market. In particular, this module provides guidance on competition policy issues, including interconnection and price regulation. Services resulting from convergence, such as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), are also discussed in order to underscore the necessity of market flexibility and to emphasize the impact of innovation on market structure.

2. OVERVIEW: PUTTING ICT REGULATION IN CONTEXT

Government regulation of ICTs extends into many disparate areas, ranging from pricing regulation, mergers and market entry to content, copyright, and privacy. This module considers challenges and opportunities with regard to competition and price regulation that may be significant for regulators.

This section discusses the regulatory challenges and opportunities facing all telecoms regulators. Special attention is paid to developing countries but the changes in technology and markets affect all regulators. It discusses how policy and regulation intersect in the context of differences between countries and as a result of changes in technology and markets. Specifically, this section provides information on:

- Challenges and Opportunities for Developing Countries
- Policy Issues
- Regulatory Issues
- Key Developments in the ICT Sector
- Evolution of Competition

2.1.1 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Establishing a regime to regulate the ICT sector can place significant demands on a developing country’s legal and administrative infrastructure. In the context of competition and price regulation, for example, many developing countries do not have the resources to build large costing models. Institutional aspects of regulation are discussed in Module 6.

Compared to developed countries, telecommunications infrastructure in developing countries has a number of features that create both challenges and opportunities:

- Typically, wireless demand in developing countries exceeds fixed demand, which has assisted the rapid availability of affordable telephony.
- Wireless also provides more scope for competition; which should be reflected in less regulation.
- Fibre-based customer access networks are often not yet widely rolled-out. Customers may have limited or no access to either fixed or wireless broadband services, particularly in rural areas.

The fact that traditional fixed technologies are not deeply embedded in many developing countries enables regulators to implement interconnection policies that are more appropriate to wireless networks, VoIP, and other emerging technologies. For example:

- The prominence of per-minute rates is a product of fixed technology. Per-minute rates may be irrelevant, or even counterproductive, when applied to VoIP services,
- Policies seeking to ‘unbundle’ network elements assume that the fixed incumbent enjoys a near monopoly position in the provision of critical telecommunications infrastructure. This assumption may not be valid in many developing countries.

The absence of a well-established interconnection regime may allow regulators in developing countries to bypass policies that are no longer appropriate, in favour of arrangements that are sustainable, minimize opportunities for arbitrage and are more in line with emerging technologies. This is useful market behavior unless the price difference between two services or markets is sustained only because of regulation. If legislatures and regulators do not promptly adjust the regulatory policy that triggered such arbitrage, the impact on the market can be substantial.

All countries are facing challenges and opportunities as digitisation de-layers networks. Digitisation separates ‘carriage’ and ‘content’ services allowing ‘over-the-top’ services which dramatically impact traditional business models which used ‘content’ services (eg calls) to subsidise ‘carriage’ (ie line rental).
2.1.2 POLICY ISSUES

This section discusses the relationship between the policy and regulatory issues that are particularly relevant to developing countries.

Initially, many countries combined policy, regulation and the operation of the telephony provider in one government department. With market liberalisation and privatisation, these functions are placed in separate organisations.

The powers and purpose of the regulator are determined by the policy framework. For example, the approach to competition and price regulation depends partly on the balance between competition law and regulation. The EU applies the “three criteria test”, all of which have to apply for a market to require ex-ante regulation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The presence of high and non-transitory barriers to entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A market structure that does not tend towards effective competition within the relevant time horizon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The application of competition law alone would not adequately address the market failure(s) concerned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The EU is concerned that newly emerging markets should not be subject to inappropriate obligations, even if there is a first mover advantage due to their novelty because it is difficult to apply the three criteria and its desire to promote innovation. Meeting the three-criteria test does not automatically mean that regulation is warranted. In addition, one or more operators must be found to have significant market power. Using these three criteria, the EU finds the following markets may need ex-ante regulation:
Note that only the first market is regulated at the retail level. A downstream market should only be subject to direct regulation if competition on that market still exhibits SMP in the presence of wholesale regulation on the related upstream market(s).

Regulators can apply regulatory remedies to other markets in the EU, but they have to satisfy the Commission that the three criteria test has been met.

A key role of policy is to set the goals to be supported by regulation. In all countries, regardless of their level of development, policy goals that drive regulation include:

- **Universal affordable access** to communications: this has traditionally been about extending telephony services. Best practice is discussed in Module 4. Traditionally, it has been supported by cross-subsidies from usage to access (or handsets in the case of mobiles). This mechanism is inconsistent with competition (next point). However, politically mandated social policies such as geographically uniform tariffs still exist and can constrain the regulator’s attempt to set cost-based tariffs in pursuit of efficiency objectives.

- **Competition**: until recently, the general policy has been facilities-based competition (also referred to as platform-based competition) which occurs between vertically-integrated players such as the telecommunications incumbent and a cable or mobile operator. Where policy makers have decided that fibre broadband networks are a natural monopoly, the policy focus has shifted to service-based competition rather than infrastructure based competition. This seems to be the case for some developed countries building fibre customer access networks. Natural monopoly leads to interconnection, unbundling and infrastructure-sharing policies.

- **Efficiency**: Competition increases efficiency and drives prices towards costs. The cross-subsidies from call revenues that promoted universal access with monopoly are not possible when there is competition for call revenue. This means that line rentals and local call prices have to go up so that long-distance prices can move towards cost. Policy may dictate how fast this should occur, often through price caps and such policy should be reflected in both access and retail price regulation. In developed countries the cross-subsidy from fixed to mobile users is being eliminated with rapid reductions in mobile termination rates.

- **Broadband**: Ensuring widespread adoption of broadband is a key policy objective for most countries now. Since mobile broadband will be the main delivery platform in developing countries, a key policy task is the allocation of wireless spectrum in markets aiming to upgrade copper networks with optical fibre, public investment is stepping-in where private investment lags.

- **Innovation**: a healthy ICT sector will see new services and applications constantly brought to market. Sometimes these may undermine existing service revenues. Examples of such game-changing innovation are VoIP and Smartphone Apps.

- **Private sector investment** in the ICT sector: For this to occur, both policy and regulation must be clear and applied predictably and consistently. An unsolved investment issue is how to set the policy rules for public investment.

The importance attached to different policy goals depends upon the circumstances and economic and social objectives of any country. As the table below shows, the circumstances of countries can vary in several respects and this implies different policy objectives and issues.

### Table 1.3: Differences between Regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>High Income Economies</th>
<th>Developing Economies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP per capita (1)</td>
<td>Over US$31,000</td>
<td>Under US$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed phone, 2010 (2)</td>
<td>40.9 per 100 inhabitants</td>
<td>12.1 per 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile, 2010 (3)</td>
<td>13.6 per 100</td>
<td>7.3 per 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed broadband (4)</td>
<td>26.4 per 100</td>
<td>6.4 per 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile broadband</td>
<td>Focus on rural areas</td>
<td>Main broadband platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household internet access 2019 (5)</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand factors</td>
<td>Mass demand</td>
<td>Affordability issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment factors</td>
<td>Can afford some duplication and experimentation</td>
<td>Access to capital poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephony focus</td>
<td>Fixed network with some mobile substitution</td>
<td>Mobiles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The policy focus in developed countries was originally on introducing competition in the call market, leading to the regulatory focus on switched interconnection. With the advent of DSL technologies allowing broadband over the traditional copper PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) the business model shifted to competition for customer access and the regulatory focus shifted to local loop sharing and line unbundling. Currently, the main pre-occupation of policy in developed countries is deploying broadband networks so the regulatory focus has shifted again to bitstream access and infrastructure sharing.

As noted in section 1.1 and as shown in Table 1.3 above, many developing countries have almost by-passed the building of fixed copper networks with mobile networks. They are so much cheaper to build that even smaller developing countries have been able to support mobile infrastructure competition.
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2.1.3 REGULATORY ISSUES

As indicated in Section 1.2, regulation is an instrument of policy. Regulation takes second place to competition. Competition is a desirable goal not for its own sake, but because of the benefits from competition. These benefits derive from the pressure competition places on firms to be efficient, innovative and customer focused in order to thrive and survive. They include lower prices, higher productivity, more service choices, and greater connectivity. Competition is held to be the most efficient mechanism available for organizing, operating, and disciplining economic markets.

Competitive markets distribute resources efficiently and fairly without any need for a single centralized controlling authority. Competition maximizes benefits to society at large by increasing:

- **Allocative efficiency** – which refers to the optimal allocation of resources to meet consumer demand.
- **Productive efficiency** - which is achieved when resources are used to produce output at lowest cost
- **Dynamic efficiency** – which refers to changes in efficiency over time. It is generally regarded as being promoted where producers have incentives to invest and innovate to meet future consumer demand.

Regulation acts as a surrogate for competition where competitive forces are weak (eg in forcing monopolies to reduce prices and increase output) or where there are significant externalities. Where regulation is a proxy for competition, the notions of efficiency above are used as a guide to regulatory decisions; subject to policy.

Note that there may be a trade-off between the long-term dynamic efficiency objective (investment) and the short-term allocative efficiency objective (lower prices). Regulators are faced with a complex balancing exercise. Individual regulatory decisions need to balance:

- The long term objective of ongoing, sustainable competition, and
- The resolution of immediate short-term concerns, while
- Complying with the legislative provisions under which regulators operate.

Using regulation to make markets more competitive must be done very carefully. The impact of the regulator on competition may not be what was intended. Regulators may be tempted to micromanage the market to ensure that competition (or a particular form of competition) takes place. Alternatively, they may decide prematurely that the market is fully competitive. Neither of these paths is likely to result in sustainable competition.

Regulators have to be wary of rent-seeking and aim for principled, consistent and predictable decision-making. A good example of best-practice is Ofcom's approach to regulation which emphasises regulatory forbearance in its operations; relying on markets where possible and operating with a bias against intervention. Where intervention is required, Ofcom aims to intervene firmly and promptly, using the least intrusive regulatory
mechanisms available. It has seven "regulatory principles".
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2.1.4 KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ICT SECTOR

Even in developed countries, many regulatory decisions remain based on three assumptions about the sector that no longer reflect reality. Some regulators appear to assume that,

- telecommunications mainly concerns voice calls.
- telecommunications networks remain natural monopolies.
- the firm that owns the network also provides the service - VoIP demonstrates that the basic premise of traditional voice telephony – the network and voice services must be owned and operated by the same firm – is no longer relevant.

Broadband technology in particular has challenged all three assumptions.

Both policy and regulation have to adapt to, but not over-react to, changes in the ICT sector. The nature and pace of change create challenges for both regulators and regulated firms. This section provides an overview of key developments in the ICT sector, across four categories:

- Technological Changes
- The Emergence of New Services
- Changes in Market Structure
- Investment Issues in the Sector
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2.1.4.1 TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Digital technologies are changing the ways in which the majority of people live, work, play and interact with each other. We can see this reflected in the language we use. Our vocabulary is evolving as existing words assume new meanings – app, burn, text – or appear in new combinations, such as smartphone, cyber-crime, file sharing. Some vocabulary is entirely new: the words blog, podcast and googling have become commonplace. The range of technology acronyms in everyday use continues to expand – P2P, SMS, MP3 – and adds to the sense that what we are witnessing is the dawn of a new information age, in which ICTs become part and parcel of daily life.

The most fundamental shift behind all these changes is the transition to all-digital networks which has profound implications for competition and regulation. Networks used to be built vertically around specific applications (eg voice or PayTV) but digitisation ‘de-layers’ networks (Box 1.3) so that content or applications are no longer network specific. A byte is a byte and Next Generation Networks are layered to serve all applications.
The Next Generation Network operates seamlessly across a variety of infrastructure types. Figure 1.1 shows different digitised access platforms can communicate with each other instead of being limited to service-specific platform. Various services are delivered from a server. This means you can access the internet on your TV, listen to radio on your PC, and watch video on your mobile device.
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2.1.4.2 EMERGENCE OF NEW SERVICES

The combination of broadband (wired or wireless), the digitalization of media content, and the falling costs of producing digital content herald an age of abundance. New content producers have a means of distributing their creations instantly and globally. Content can be customized to the personal tastes of an individual rather than be defined for a mass audience.

High speed broadband technologies are underpinning the development of "always-on" and readily accessible applications. The always-on nature of connectivity-based applications has provided the catalyst for developments in e-health, e-education and teleworking.

In the legacy access environment, it is a simple task to identify the carriage provider and the party to whom the carriage service is provided. In the residential market, a carriage service is provided to an individual and any others at the residence for their use. All services are provided by an access provider, which charges for the telecommunications services acquired.

In the next generation access environment, the supply chain is fragmented. From a user perspective, many elements in the supply chain will not be known or will be beyond the user’s control. For example, a user may use a smartphone to make a VoIP call via a WiFi network while at a cafe. The call uses the cafe’s WiFi infrastructure and Internet service to authenticate the user’s service on a server that could be located anywhere. The call then can be carried via a number of packet networks before reaching its destination, which could be on a legacy network. Such a call can use private, carrier, Internet and legacy networks for carriage, and be initiated by a service anywhere in the world.

Some telecommunication regulations assume that the provision of a service can be related to a specific carriage service or provider. Such assumptions may no longer be valid in a next generation access environment where the relationship between services and carriage may not be fixed or known. Next generation networks effectively remove legacy carriage technology barriers to provide a broad foundation for the development of applications and services in a converging industry.
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2.1.4.3 CHANGES IN MARKET STRUCTURE

Convergence is blurring the boundaries between sectors. The historical distinctions between radio communications, telecommunications, broadcasting and the internet are blurring. Convergence is characterised by five key causes of change. These are:

A. Technological developments. Digitalisation is separating services from transport layers. Previously distinct media, such as voice telephony, broadcasting and internet applications, are converging into common interfaces on single devices (Figure 1.2).

B. Market developments and associated changes in industry structure. Liberalisation of telecommunications markets has resulted in multiple competing networks offering electronic services. Broadcasting, media, information technology and telecommunications markets are merging into a broad communications market.

C. Changing consumer and/or citizen engagement. Data delivery is increasingly ubiquitous and consumers are increasingly substituting data-based communications (for example, email, short message service (SMS) and social networking applications) for voice services. Content production is also shifting away from industry as users generate their own content and share it via the internet. Private and public service delivery is also shifting online. These developments are changing the way citizens interact with each other, procure services and participate in the public sphere.

D. Globalisation of markets and regulation. Extended supply chains and the global reach of the internet is challenging regulation designed for local and national markets.

E. National digital communications strategies. Direct public sector investment in communications infrastructure is reshaping competition dynamics and presenting other public policy challenges (such as the delivery of consumer safeguards via industry obligations and the migration of telecommunications to IP delivery).

Several jurisdictions have integrated their media and communications laws into a converged legislative framework—Malaysia; the European Union (EU) and its member states of the United Kingdom (UK), Finland, Sweden and Italy; and South Africa. Korea, Japan and Taiwan are in the process of legislative change and have made some steps towards converging their laws.

A common feature of converged legislative frameworks in the EU, Malaysia and Korea is the use of a regulatory model that is structured on the network layers (Figure 1.2 above) of next-generation networks or IP-based technologies, rather than on the vertical industry structures of telecommunications, broadcasting and IT. This is described as a technology-neutral approach, which is based on the functions of the different network layers of next-generation networks.

Regulators are realizing that their existing regulatory frameworks may impede the ability of operators to make triple or quadruple play offerings to consumers or use low-cost Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP).

\[\text{Box 1.4: Mobile Money} \]


Banking and telecommunications are converging around mobile banking with smartphones and "near field communications" (NFC or "wave and pay" allows transactions between two devices in close proximity).

M-PESA is a famous early example of mobile banking where regulatory forbearance by a non-telecoms regulator led to satisfactory outcomes. M-PESA is a small-value electronic payment and store of value system accessible from ordinary mobile phones. Since its introduction by mobile phone operator Safaricom in Kenya in March 2007 it has been adopted by 13 million customers (over half of Kenya’s adult population) and processes more transactions than Western Union does globally. The Central Bank of Kenya was concerned about the impact on existing deposit-taking institutions. But, it was even more concerned by the lack of access to financial services so it allowed the new payment mechanism to proceed under its watch.

Access to financial services is an issue not confined to emerging markets. In 2011, the European Commission reported that up to 30 million consumers aged 18 or over do not have access to basic banking and payment facilities. However, the EU is concerned that standards being developed by the Electronic Payment Council may exclude new entrants or those not backed by major banks.

http://www.microfinancegateway.org/p/site/in/template.rc/1.9.43376/
The emergence of new services such as (for instance) IPTV with guaranteed quality requires specific applications of traffic management which in turn create incentives for network operators and ISPs to vertically integrate into content, applications and services markets. But there may then be an incentive for operators/ISPs to in turn discriminate against competitor’s equivalent services. This would be a violation of net neutrality.
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### 2.1.4.4 INVESTMENT ISSUES IN THE SECTOR

In the past, telecommunications operators have been viewed as stable, monopolistic utilities. The main challenge for regulators had been to prevent excessively high retail pricing (section 7) by incumbent operators.

With increasing competition from new providers and new services, the telecommunications sector is becoming more volatile. Average revenues per line from traditional services are declining under pressure from competing providers and modes of delivery. In particular, the emerging de-layered structure of the industry means that ‘over-the-top’ applications (like Skype) which have no intermediation by the carriage provider take revenues directly from the end customer. This loss of revenues is happening to both fixed operators and, with smartphones, also mobile network providers.

At the same time, network providers are expected to invest heavily in next generation fixed and wireless broadband networks. This may not happen fast enough to suit policy makers’ with regulatory implications for open access, competition and price regulation.

A common reason for market invention is market failure due to ‘positive externalities’. That is, investment in broadband is socially beneficial (public and private benefits exceed total costs) but private investment is not profitable (private costs exceed private benefits). This is most likely in rural areas where costs are high and demand is sparse, but may also occur in urban areas.

- The approved remedy for this kind of market failure is to provide a capital grant or subsidy to the private operator to make the investment profitable. This could be done through a public tender process and conditions could be attached to make the operator provide open access.
- Another remedy is to provide a regulatory ‘access holiday’. This is what was done for Verizon and AT&T* and sought by Deutsche Telekom.
- A third option which has been used is direct public investment. This can range from local municipal networks to national networks like the Australian National Broadband Network*.

#### Box 1.5: Public Investment

Public investment is popular with users but disliked by incumbents and regulators who want to prevent ‘unfair’ competition.

To justify a public investment, the European Commission requires detailed local mapping of availability, need, and rollout; an open tender process; acceptance of the most economically advantageous offer (which need not be the lowest bid); that the tenders be technologically neutral; that, where possible, they use existing infrastructure (except where the recalcitrance of the local monopolist is part of the problem); that the successful bidder offer its network for wholesale services to other providers at rates that are benchmarked against wholesale rates in competitive areas, and that the tenders or laws pursuant to which a tender is made include claw back provisions allowing the state to seek restitution of profits found to have been excessive following such price benchmarking.

Another form of market failure is due to ‘natural monopoly’. That is, duplication of fixed broadband access networks is uneconomic. That is of special concern to countries where investment resources are scarce but could also be of concern to developed countries if it meant that no duplicated network achieves the scale it needs to be viable.

- The approved remedy is open access; which is what the Australia’s national broadband network will provide. It has persuaded incumbents to close their own fixed broadband networks and to move their customers to the new network in what is effectively a switch from infrastructure-based competition to service-based competition.
- A single broadband access network with open access can be seen as just another vital utility network. The days when networks were built around applications (i.e. telephony and television) are over. With technological change, control of the access network does not confer control of the customer or service.

Significant Market Power (SMP) could lead to an operator restricting output to increase profits. Even if there is latent demand for faster broadband, the operator may prefer to sell existing data services rather than provide broadband services where it cannot differentiate so easily between business and residential customers.

- One remedy is to force existing operators to provide open access to their networks (i.e. provide wholesale services).

Uncertainty over demand could lead to an operator not deploying next-generation broadband. This could be a market failure if there was enough underlying demand, but operators were not able to identify it.
This potential market failure can be overcome by demand-side stimulation interventions. Regulatory uncertainty could lead to operators not investing in new infrastructure as they are unclear on how regulation may impact their investment in future.
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### 2.1.5 EVOLUTION OF COMPETITION

Regulators have to understand how competition is shaped by regulation and technology and the appropriate responses. This section explores:

- Impact of the regulator on competition
- Impact of technology on competition
- Level of competition globally

#### 2.1.5.1 IMPACT OF THE REGULATOR ON COMPETITION

Ideally, the actions of the regulator should lead to the same outcomes we would expect in a competitive market. Inevitably, the market will be different as a result of regulation. Even with the best intentions, outcomes may be poor because regulators do not have perfect foresight and knowledge. Sometimes, the costs of regulatory action are higher than taking no action. With fast-moving technology, inaction may be less costly than regulation.

The concept of the ladder of investment influenced many regulators who believed they could help new entrants towards ‘facilities-based’ competition. The steps towards this goal that new entrants in developed markets have evolved through are:

- Retail arbitrage (resale)
- Switched reseller
- Unbundled local loop
- Facility based (fibre)

In developing markets, the addressable market for the above options is limited because the copper network in developing countries is less extensive. However, mobile technology side steps the ladder because it allows infrastructure competition to occur immediately. Below, we consider all these phases and the role of policy and the regulator.

The first rung of the ladder of investment is mandated resale. This requires no infrastructure investment by the new entrant but regulated profit margins are very small. Where the regulator is required to arbitrate a wholesale price, it is likely to be on the basis of the retail-minus method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Voice</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Mobiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bulk discounts are used to sell into commercial and residential markets. Above, customers in the City Business District (CBD) are not in the addressable (target box) market because they already get the large discounts. The new entrant requires no infrastructure. Billing services can be purchased so the cost base is variable. There are no sunk costs; except in building brand awareness. The model is dependent on the arbitrage window between what the new entrant pays to the incumbent and what it receives from its customers. The new entrant carries the credit risk if end-customers to not pay.

Regulators are sympathetic to resale because it can help new entrants build a customer base ahead of investing in their own infrastructure. As the new entrant acquires customers, it can move up the ladder by acquiring a voice switch and leasing long-distance transmission. This lead to the model depicted in Figure 1.4.
In this model (Figure 1.4), the entrant provides long-distance services by inviting its customers to preselect it for long-distance calls and pays the incumbent for originating and terminating interconnection at each end of its transmission network. Its profit margins improve compared with resale. The margins between retail prices and regulated, cost-based interconnection charges are much larger than regulated resale margins. However, there are now significant fixed costs, so scale becomes important.

With the model in Figure 1.4, the entrant still has to resell line rental and local calls to provide the customer with one bill for basic services. The next step is to acquire access more cheaply than resale.

The **unbundled local loop** model shown in Figure 1.5 allows the entrant to provide differentiated broadband service as well as all other services provided over the copper loop (including terminating access fees). If the regulated cost of unbundled local loop is geographically de-averaged, it may be too expensive to provide services in rural areas, which can continue to be served with the previous models. Apart from any higher cost of the loop in rural areas, there is a scale issue because there may not be enough customers to justify investing in DSLAMs and transmission facilities.

European regulators have been keen on unbundling the local loop and some think the US should have followed the same path instead of relying on competition from cable networks. However, new entrants have not stepped off the ladder to build their own fixed customer access networks dashing the hopes of regulators.

Also, the focus of regulators has shifted from providing access to existing fixed copper networks to stimulating investment in fibre broadband networks.

The communications market in City Business Districts is concentrated. So it is economical to build fibre rings to provide fibre access to the high value corporate customers passed by the fibre. The regulator’s main task is to facilitate **infrastructure-sharing** to allow the entrant to lay its fibre in the incumbent’s ducts.

Again, this model can co-exist with the use of one or more of the previous models in other regions. The new entrant chooses the models that will increase its markets and margins most efficiently.

All the above applies in the context of fixed, mainly copper, networks. Mobiles networks have proved a disruptive technology and a blessing for developing countries.
Mobiles provide full-blooded infrastructure competition between mobile operators as well as against incumbent fixed networks. All services including broadband can be provided by mobile networks; except that major companies (and others) will also use fibre for broadband where it is available.

Mobiles are generally held to be competitive where three or more operators exist, but the regulator will have a number of issues to deal with including making spectrum available, lowering termination rates (6.4), adjudicating the terms of mobile roaming (6.5) and network sharing (6.6).

Just as the fixed network cross-subsidy from calls to access was eroded by call competition, there is increasing pressure on mobile operators as regulators force-down mobile termination rates, mobile call selection (e.g. Jordan) and as voice apps arrive on mobile phones.

### Reference Documents
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#### 2.1.5.2 IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON COMPETITION

In the USA, cable companies with networks designed to deliver television found they could use their networks to deliver broadband services including voice; encroaching on the traditional telephone business. At the same time, copper networks designed for voice found they could also be used to deliver broadband. With competition between these networks, the US decided it could be more relaxed about regulating telephone companies. In fact, it ditched its mandatory unbundling requirements to encourage investment in fibre networks.

During the first broadband transition, a major assumption underlying the reliance on facilities-based competition was that cable and telephone infrastructures already in place needed relatively low and largely symmetric cost upgrades to provide Internet services. This meant that, at a minimum, there would be two facilities whose incremental upgrade costs were sufficiently low to be able to compete head-to-head in retail broadband markets. In addition, there were some hopes that the same would be true of power lines and wireless systems. Together these meant that technological convergence could underwrite competitive markets among players, each of whom invested in—and owned—their own complete facilities.

Transposing the experience of open access in the first generation to the next generation is taking a wide range of alternative forms. The shared core understanding is that the transition to next generation infrastructures re-emphasizes the high upfront costs involved in, or natural monopoly, characteristics of, telecommunications networks, and requires some form of shared infrastructure if competition is to be maintained in the teeth of such economies of scale.

Mobile technology has also evolved to the point where it can also offer broadband. Australia was the first country to launch a nation-wide 3G mobile phone service and now claims to offer 4G mobile telephony (Table 1.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Down*</th>
<th>Up*</th>
<th>Population Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1G</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Analogue for voice</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>First digital phone, 3G</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5G (GPRS)</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Basic data, WAP</td>
<td>30Kbps-40Kbps</td>
<td>12Kbps</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3G (HSPA+)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>High-speed downlink, first video</td>
<td>550Kbps-1.5Mbps</td>
<td>600Kbps-300Kbps</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3G+ (HSPA+)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Faster upload, first video</td>
<td>300Kbps-3M</td>
<td>500Kbps-1.2M</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5G (HSPA+)</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Smart-phones, apps, games, social media</td>
<td>550Kbps-960Kbps</td>
<td>300Kbps-2M</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3G (HSPA+) Dual Channel</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Above average speeds</td>
<td>1.1M-2M</td>
<td>300-500Kbps</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4G</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>High-definition conferencing, faster up &amp; down</td>
<td>20Mbps-40Mbps</td>
<td>10Mbps-10Mbps</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source of customer speed ranges that can be achieved with approximately rented devices. Actual speeds vary due to factors such as location, distance from the base station, local terrain, user volume, hardware & software configuration, and downstream source/supplied destination.

In developed markets, there is debate about the extent to which fixed and mobile broadband are complements or substitutes. Mixing mobiles and fixed networks, Wi-Fi is also becoming important. Wi-Fi is in virtually all portable consumer devices and customers are actively
seeking Wi-Fi hot spots to reduce data costs and improve their wireless broadband experience. The vast majority of tablets sold to date are Wi-Fi only devices. Wireless broadband is increasingly viewed as a portable and nomadic service for the consumption of media rich content and video.

Also, major wireless carriers worldwide are deploying Wi-Fi as means of offloading 3G/4G traffic on to the fixed network thereby reducing mobile network build costs, and improving capacity and coverage. Since Wi-Fi spectrum is free and there are no device subsidies, extensive Wi-Fi coverage can be built at a substantially lower cost relative to a traditional wireless networks and still provide customers with an excellent broadband wireless experience.

Across all these network types, the biggest development which comes out of digitisation is the emergence of apps (applications). Some of these apps are especially disruptive because they undermine the business models of the network providers. For example, apps like Skype provide cheap voice. They can effectively kill the case for implementing Carrier Selection on fixed networks as the mobile market is far larger and smartphone penetration is already above fixed line penetration.

Reference Documents

- Berkman Centre for Internet and Society, Harvard: Next Generation Connectivity

2.1.5.3 LEVEL OF COMPETITION GLOBALLY

Over the last decade, many countries have opened-up various telecoms markets to new entrants. According to ITU data, at the end of 2009,

- As shown in Figure 1.9 below, over 65 per cent of countries now have either full or partial competition in basic services (local, long distance and international services).
- Competition in mobile and internet services is extremely common – 90 per cent of countries have either partial or full competition in the mobile sector.
- The most competitive sector is internet services area with 93 per cent of countries allowing full competition in the sector.

Monopoly provision of local service is still prevalent in some regions; particularly in Africa and the Arab States, where 44 and 57 per cent of countries respectively have a monopoly local service provider. The data show significant competition in Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), where 82 per cent of countries report full or partial competition in local service. This reflects the significant impact of the European Union’s competition policy and telecommunications requirements.

The picture for domestic long distance is very similar to the local service sector. Approximately 40 per cent of African countries and 52 per cent of Arab States have a monopoly in the provision of domestic long distance services. Approximately 60 per cent of countries in Asia-Pacific, 83 per cent of countries in Europe, 55 per cent in the CIS and 66 per cent of countries in the Americas, report full or partial competition in this sector.

There are different approaches to development of broadband networks in relation to preferred platforms (mobile in the case of developing countries), the scope for infrastructure competition (natural monopoly in non-urban fixed networks) and the role of public investment (where private investment does not appear).

Competition for services is also emerging from non-traditional sources with digitisation. The separation of services and platforms (or “carriage and content”) has profound implications for investment in business models and investment for networks.

Reference Documents

- Telecommunications Regulation Handbook

2.2 ANTI-COMPETITIVE CONDUCT

This section discusses anti-competitive conduct issues and remedies. Specifically, we address

- Policy Issues
- Key Concepts
- Common Forms of Anti-Competitive Conduct
2.2.1 POLICY ISSUES

As networks migrate to digital technologies, broadcasting networks are able to carry a range of services including voice telephony. This has important consequences for sector regulators and competition policy. Co-ordination across regulatory areas (between broadcasting, data services, and telecommunications) will be important to avoid ‘regulatory arbitrage’. Mergers between entities in previously separate sectors may now raise competition concerns.

Many competitive conduct issues can be addressed by competition law. But, ex-ante regulation of conduct can be quicker and cheaper. Regulators have to avoid over-reach and be consistent and predictable. In emerging markets, forbearance is wise.

Much of a regulator’s work will focus on ensuring there is no anti-competitive conduct by the incumbent or dominant operator. But, the regulator must focus on protecting the process of competition which is not always the same as protecting new entrants. The integrity of competition can be compromised by possible new entrant practices such as “slamming” and misleading advertising. Such practices should be stopped.

2.2.2 KEY CONCEPTS

The aim of competition policy is to promote sustainable competition. Before concluding that either a merger would harm competition or that anti-competitive behavior exists in a market, and then what remedies to apply, competition analysis follows the following steps:

- Define the relevant market or markets. For competition purposes, a market includes all those goods or services that are close substitutes in the eyes of buyers and all those suppliers who could produce those goods or services.
- Assess the level of competition in the market, with and without the trade practice or business acquisition in question. The level of competition in a market depends on the structure of the market, and whether it meets the conditions for effective competition. Important considerations include:
  - Decide whether any firm in the market is dominant or has significant market power and the impact of the trade practice or business acquisition in question on its market power.
  - Assess whether a firm with market power has abused this position to raise prices above competitive levels or engage in anti-competitive practices
  - Assess any barriers to entry and exit and the potential for competition from new entrants, and
  - Assess the role of any essential facilities.

Malaysia’s Communications and Multimedia Act 1998 defines the remedies available to the Communications and Multimedia Commission to stop or authorise anticompetitive conduct:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Possible Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The conduct appears to have the purpose of substantially lessening competition</td>
<td>Interim injunctions or fines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The conduct appears to have the effect of substantially lessening competition</td>
<td>Direct to the licensee to cease the conduct and to implement appropriate remedies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application for authorization of specific conduct</td>
<td>Issue an authorization of the conduct, or refuse the application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Malaysia: Remedies for Anticompetitive Conduct

Anti-competitive behaviour may also be inhibited by imposing some form of separation between the incumbent’s upstream and downstream (competitive) activities.

Practice Notes

- Forms of Competition
- Two-Sided Markets
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- ERG Common Position on the approach to Appropriate remedies in the new regulatory framework

2.2.2.1 DEFINING THE MARKET

Market definition focuses on the substitutability of differentiated products or services. But it must also consider other dimensions. New Zealand’s competition authority, the Commerce Commission, defines markets in terms of five dimensions (see Figure 2.1):

- The goods or services supplied and purchased (the product dimension)
- The geographic area from which the goods or services are obtained, or within which the goods or services are supplied (the geographic dimension)
- The level in the production or distribution chain (the functional dimension)
- The time frame or timing within which the market operates, where relevant (the temporal dimension), and
The different customer types within a market, where relevant (the customer dimension).

The above is similar to the European Commission’s market analysis procedure:

- Tentatively define the product market by determining whether two products belong in the same market.
- Tentatively define the geographic market in terms of competitors’ market shares, prices, and price differentials.
- Conduct a more detailed analysis of demand-side and supply-side substitutability.
- Determine whether customers can switch to an alternate product or supplier in response to a small (5-10 per cent) increase in price; the "SSNIP" test. If they can, the market definition is widened to include the alternatives.
- Determine whether other suppliers can readily switch to providing the alternate product in the relevant market.
- Further investigate the conditions in which competing firms operate. This may entail exploring the recent past activities of those firms, consumer behaviour and preferences (through demand elasticities and other studies), regulatory or market barriers to entry, market segmentation and the viability of efficient price discrimination.
- Use consultations with firms and consumers and on-the-spot inspections to further inform and refine the market definition analysis.

Market definition in the ICT sector can be difficult. Effective substitutes may not be only those services supplied by similar telecommunications carriers (or by carriers at all). For example:

- Voice and data services are now available from conventional wireline or wireless networks, using either circuit-switched or packet-switched technologies,
- Voice mail services are available from telecommunications networks, answering machines, or manned answering services, and
- Some markets may be two-sided which will have regulatory implications for both pricing and merger analysis.

### Practice Notes

- **Malaysia: Defining the Communications Market**
- **Two-Sided Markets**

### Reference Documents

- European Commission Guidelines on Market Analysis and the Assessment of Significant Market Power under the Community Regulatory Framework for Electronic Communications Networks and Services
- European Commission: regarding the wholesale national market for IP traffic exchange (IP transit) and the wholesale market for IP traffic exchange (IP peering) with the network of Telekomunikacja Polska S.A.
- New Zealand: Final Review of the Standard Terms Determination for the designated service Telecom’s unbundled bitstream access, September 2011

### 2.2.2 MARKET POWER

Market power is only damaging if the firm concerned exercises its power. For example, if it raised prices above competitive levels, this would reduce...
demand, generate efficiency losses, and harm the public interest. In addition, firms with market power may engage in anti-competitive behavior.

The European Commission defined the concept of Significant Market Power (SMP) as the ability of a firm to act independently of competitors and customers. In some jurisdictions, the term dominance is used but has a similar meaning to SMP. The World Trade Organization defines dominance as the ability of an organisation to prevent effective competition being maintained in the relevant market by having the power to behave to an appreciable extent independently of its competitors, its providers, its customers and ultimately of the consumers. In the United States it has been largely left to courts to decide what constitutes dominance and, for the most part, they have applied criteria based solely on market shares.

Under the European model, firms that are found to have SMP are subject to additional ex ante regulatory obligations such as:

- Obligations to align interconnection prices with costs,
- Accounting separation requirements, and
- Mandatory publication of reference interconnection offers.

A high market share does not necessarily imply market power. A firm's market share may increase, at least temporarily, due to a successful new invention or better customer service. Or, incumbent telecommunications firms may have high market shares but as competition emerges, its market share cannot guarantee it the ability to charge prices higher than its competitors.

Market share in itself is neither necessary nor sufficient for market power. Firms with high market shares may be constrained from raising prices by a range of factors, including:

- Competition from other suppliers already in the market,
- Barriers to entry; a well-established firm may have exclusivity agreements with distributors, making it difficult for competitors to enter the market.
- Barriers to exit; if an entrant must incur high sunk costs to enter the market, then the entrant must be prepared to absorb those sunk costs in the event that it fails,
- The role of any essential facility; if an entrant needs access to an essential facility that is controlled by one of its competitors, this creates a barrier to entry,
- The "countervailing power" of customers in the market, for example their willingness to do without the service if the price increases.
- Any technological advantages, or privileged access to financial resources,
- Economies of scale and scope; in the telecommunications sector, a new facilities-based entrant may have no choice but to start out at a relatively large scale of operations, in order to achieve unit costs close to the incumbent’s,
- Product differentiation, and
- The type and availability of sales channels.

**Practice Notes**

- Quantitative Tests for Market Power

**Reference Documents**

- European Regulators Group -- ERG Report on Guidance on the application of the three criteria test (June 2008)
- Explanatory Statement and Notification of decisions on BT’s SMP status and charge controls in narrowband wholesale markets
- Lebanon -- Significant Market Power Regulation
- Trinidad and Tobago: Determination: Dominance in Retail Domestic Fixed Telephony Markets

**2.2.2.3 SEPARATION**

There are three main forms for separating a dominant firm’s competitive activity from its monopoly activities:

- **Accounting separation** which requires separate income statements and balance sheets to be maintained for the wholesale division and the retail units. The objective is to make the costs of non-competitive services transparent so that regulators and others can more easily detect possible abuses. Accounting separation is at a high level of aggregation and may not be able to detect a price squeeze. The benefit of accounting separation is that it preserves the vertically-integrated structure of the firm thereby preventing the loss of vertical efficiencies. On the other hand, accounting separation does not prevent non-price discrimination – such as delays in switching customers to competitors.

- **Functional (operational) separation** which requires the retail and wholesale arms of the vertically integrated dominant access provider to act independently of each other. The wholesale arm should not know if an order it receives has been placed by its sister retail unit or by a competing retail operator. Policing obligations for non-discrimination in vertically integrated operators is notoriously difficult. The 'six degrees of separation' (Table 2.2) form a spectrum of options between the other two main forms of separation.

- **Structural separation** is a last resort which requires an operator to separate its network infrastructure from its units offering services using this infrastructure. Also known as 'ownership unbundling' or 'divestiture', structural separation means that all of the network elements are placed in a separate legal entity.
Practice Notes

- Functional Separation
- Structural Separation

2.2.3 COMMON FORMS OF ANTI-COMPETITIVE CONDUCT

The focus of this section is on the forms of anti-competitive conduct engaged in by firms with significant market power. These practices include:

- Abuse of Dominance
- Refusal to Supply
- Vertical Price Squeeze
- Cross-Subsidisation
- Misuse of Information
- Customer Lock-In
- Exclusionary or Predatory Pricing
- Tying and Bundling
- Non Discrimination and Net Neutrality

In all cases, the object of regulation is to support competition as a process. Although only firms with significant market power may be stopped from engaging in the practices listed above, all firms must abstain from misleading the market (e.g., making false claims in advertising), "slamming" (i.e., claiming customers from the incumbent when the customer has not knowingly provided consent to switch providers), and unreasonable contract terms.

Reference Documents

- European Regulatory Group: Common Position on the approach to appropriate remedies in the ECNS regulatory framework

2.2.3.1 ABUSE OF DOMINANCE

A dominant firm abuses its power when it engages in practices with the aim of eliminating or substantially lessening. Abuse of dominance may entail:

- Refusals to deal, for example a refusal to supply an essential facility to a competitor,
- Exclusive dealing arrangements, in which a seller prevents its distributors from selling competing products or services,
- Tying and bundling, where a firm sells makes the purchase of one product or service conditional on the purchase of a second product or service,
- Predatory pricing, where a firm sets prices below cost in order to force a competitor out of the market,
- Non-price predation, where a firm adjusts the quality of its product offering to customers with the aim of harming its competitor. For example, an incumbent might offer an improved level of service to customers served by one new entrant.

A firm does not need to be dominant (in the sense of possessing a high market share) in order to implement these strategies. However, the consequences for competition can be particularly severe when the firm concerned is dominant.

If the firm is dominant in the relevant market, the behaviour does not necessarily constitute and abuse of its position: is the behaviour harmful to competition and to consumers? It is important to distinguish between aggressively competitive behaviour that harms individual competitors but benefits customers (for example by reducing prices), and behaviour that is anti-competitive because it harms competition.

A range of possible remedies exists. Which remedy is appropriate will depend on the specific nature and seriousness of the behaviour, and the likelihood that the firm may repeat the behaviour in the future.

Directive Remedies, such as injunctions or bans, require the firm to:

- Cease its abusive behaviour, or
- Make specific changes to its behaviour so it is no longer damaging to competition.

Directive remedies may require ongoing monitoring, to ensure that the behavioural change is sustained.

Punitive Remedies include:

- Fining the firm,
Ordering the firm to pay compensation to its competitors and/or customers,

Fining company officers with direct responsibility for the behaviour.

Punitive remedies are intended to discourage abusive behaviour in the first place by making such behavior unprofitable. However, this objective must be weighed against the potential to “chill” competition. If the penalty for abuse is very high, then dominant firms will “err on the side of caution” and compete less aggressively.

Some form of separation may also be considered.

Reference Documents


2.2.3.2 REFUSAL TO SUPPLY

Incumbent firms often control access to facilities that are essential inputs in the supply of services at the retail level. Competing retailers depend on the incumbent for access to the essential facility. In the telecommunications sector, the local loop connecting end customers to the local exchange is often regarded as an essential facility.

Incumbent firms may attempt to prevent competitors from entering the market by refusing to provide access to an essential facility or withhold information.

The figure below shows a vertically integrated incumbent firm (red) and a downstream entrant (blue). The incumbent firm controls an essential input, on which the downstream entrant depends in order to provide services to its customers. The incumbent also competes with the downstream entrant at the retail level. By refusing to supply the essential input, the incumbent can prevent the downstream entrant from competing.
To encourage competition, many jurisdictions require firms with control over essential facilities to provide access to competitors. Rules may also determine the way in which access prices will be agreed, and procedures for resolving any disputes.

Refusal to supply may include deliberate delays and obstruction such as 'losing the keys to the exchange' where a competitor has the right to co-locate equipment in an exchange under supervision.

**Practice Notes**

- Ireland – The Role of Own-Use Requirements in Access Disputes

### 2.2.3 VERTICAL PRICE SQUEEZE

A firm which is vertically integrated and controls an essential input to the retail service implements a price (Figure 2.3) squeeze if:

- The price the firm demands makes it impossible for an equally-efficient retail-stage competitor to operate profitably (or even survive) given the level of retail prices, and
- The firm does not charge its own downstream operation this high price.

A price squeeze has a similar effect to a refusal to supply an essential facility. In the extreme, the firm might demand a price for the essential input that is higher than the full retail price of the service.

#### International approaches to price squeeze differ:

- In the EU, the existence of price squeezing by a dominant operator is sufficient to find an abuse of dominance; price squeezing is treated as an illegitimate use of market dominance in and of itself.
- In the United States, price squeezing is not linked to dominance and is not considered to be inherently anti-competitive. Price squeezing only attracts liability if it is predatory or if the firm concerned is obligated to provide the goods or services; on its own, however, price squeezing is merely part of a robustly competitive market.
- In New Zealand, a causal link has to be established between the impugned conduct and dominance. This is done by applying a counterfactual test whether the prices charged are no greater than the prices found in a hypothetical competitive market. If not, then the dominant firm would not have "used" its market powers. The basis for this test is the "Efficient Component Pricing Rule" (ECPR), which is discussed below.

A number of remedies for this price squeezing exist, including:

- Resale Obligations or
- Price floors, or
- Structural remedies

---

**Figure 2.3: Example of a Vertical Price Squeeze**

**Box 2.3: Margin Squeeze in Spain**

The EU Commission fined Telefónica €151.9 million in July 2007 for a margin squeeze between its retail prices and the prices for wholesale broadband access at both the national and regional levels between September 2001 to December 2006. It was a large fine because Telefónica’s 2001 business plan knew it would be engaging in a margin squeeze.

Wholesale access at national level allows alternative operators to offer retail broadband services throughout the Spanish territory by connecting to a single, “national” access point. Wholesale access at the regional level requires that alternative operators roll out a costly network reaching up to 109 “regional” access points.

Although Telefónica provides unbundled access to its local loops, this was not considered a substitute for the other two wholesale products because of its investment intensity.

Lower and fairer wholesale prices putting an end to the margin squeeze were introduced at the end of December 2006 when, following a market analysis, the Spanish regulator reduced Telefónica’s wholesale prices by between 22% and 61%.

**European Commission (staff analysis), Margin squeeze in the Spanish broadband market: a rational and profitable strategy, Jean-Christian Le Meur, Iratxe Gurpegui and Katja Viertio**

A price floor sets a minimum retail price for the incumbent’s retail service, with reference to wholesale prices. A price floor should ensure that competitors that are as efficient as the vertically integrated firm are able to cover their costs. The rule for setting a price floor, or “imputation rule” can be stated in a number of ways:

The retail price must be no less than the wholesale price plus the direct incremental cost of the vertically integrated firm’s pure retailing functions.

$$Pr > Pa + Cr$$

Equivalently, the retail price must be no less than the vertically integrated firm’s direct incremental cost to supply the product, plus the profit margin it could earn from selling the essential input to its competitors.

$$Pr > Ca + (Pr – Pa – Cr)$$

Or, the profit margin on the vertically integrated firm’s price for the retail product must be no less than the profit margin it earns from selling the essential input to its competitors.

$$(Pr – Ca – Cr) > (Pa – Ca)$$

All the above imputation rules are equivalent, but provide different insights into the conditions that must hold for a vertical price squeeze to be impossible.

**Box 2.4: Price Squeeze in Germany**

Source: European Commission (Staff Analysis): Two Commission decisions on price abuse in the telecommunications sector, Competition Policy Newsletter, Autumn 2003

In 2003, Deutsche Telekom (DT) was found to have abused its dominant position by committing a price squeeze. From 1998, DT has been legally obligated to provide competitors with wholesale access to its local loops. The European Commission found that from 1998 to the end of 2001, DT charged new entrants higher fees for wholesale access to the local loop than what DT charged its retail subscribers for fixed line (analogue, ISDN, and ADSL) subscriptions — so the margin was negative ($Pa > Pr$) even before allowing for a competitors own retail costs. From 2002, there was a margin ($Pa < Pr$) but it was not big enough to cover retail costs ($Cr$).

DT argued that its wholesale prices were regulated and it had to meet competition in the retail market. But the Commission argued that DT had the freedom to terminate the squeeze itself. In fact, DT increased retail prices (but not enough) in 2002.

To remedy the competition concern, DT terminated the margin squeeze mainly by lowering its wholesale access fees.

These measures may achieve the objective of preventing a price squeeze, but they can have substantial costs. In particular, under structural separation the firm would lose any efficiencies or cost savings from vertical integration. This loss would ultimately fall on customers, through higher prices.

**Practice Notes**

- Comparative Approaches to Price Squeezes and Abuse of Dominance
- New Zealand Commerce Commission v. Telecom Corporation of New Zealand Limited and Telecom New Zealand Limited
- Structural Separation
- The U.S. Pacific Bell Price Squeeze Case
- Vertical Price Squeeze Charge Against Deutsche Telekom
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### 2.2.3.4 CROSS-SUBSIDISATION

A cross-subsidy may be anti-competitive when a firm with market power prices services in less competitive markets higher so that it can have lower price for services it sells into competitive markets.

Not all cross-subsidies are anti-competitive. Traditionally, telephone operators have cross-subsidized high-cost (under-priced) services from low-cost (over-priced) services:

- Line rentals or handsets from call revenues
- Residential customers from business customers in line rentals
- Country customers from metropolitan customers

Cross-subsidy has been important in driving adoption of both fixed and mobile services. But this worked only when access and calls were joint in both supply and demand, as with fixed monopoly and mobiles. With the introduction of competition for calls, cross-subsidies are “cream-skimmed” (Figure 2.4).
New entrants do not complain about the above cross-subsidies as they provide scope for profit in serving low-cost markets. Competition is very good at attacking cross-subsidy.

Incumbents complain about "cream-skimming" competition allowed by the cross-subsidies above. So, regulators assist incumbents with *price rebalancing* to meet competition, which generally increases line rentals so that call prices can fall. This is a politically sensitive process because raising access prices disadvantages the poorer users who make fewer calls; so some policy direction may be needed.

Anti-competitive pricing can be difficult to identify. Ideally, competition drives prices to marginal cost. But in network industries, the cost curve declines across the range of possible levels of output so prices must be set above marginal cost to recover all costs. Since the network supports many different services, it is difficult to say which services are cross-subsidising others.

The remedies for cross-subsidization are preventative in nature:

- Implement and enforce a price floor,
- Require accounting separation of the costs of the firm’s competitive and non-competitive products.

For a firm that at least breaks even across all of its products, any single product receives a subsidy if the revenue it generates fails to recover its *total service long run incremental cost* (TSLRIC). Thus, the effective price floor in a test of whether a product receives a subsidy is:

\[
\frac{\text{TSLRIC of the service}}{\text{number of units produced}}
\]

For a multiproduct firm, the rule for preventing cross-subsidization requires that, for a firm that at least breaks even, every product must satisfy this price floor test.

**Accounting Separation**

The objective of accounting separation in this context is to separate the costs of the firm’s competitive and non-competitive products. This can be achieved through price regulation (either direct regulation, or a *price cap*). Such regulation can prevent cross-subsidization by allocating competitive and non-competitive products to separate "baskets", with separate controls or rules for each basket.

## 2.2.3.5 MISUSE OF INFORMATION

It is common for vertically integrated firms to sell wholesale products to other firms, while competing against those same firms in retail markets. In this situation the vertically integrated firm can obtain sensitive commercial or business information through its wholesale transactions that gives it a competitive advantage in its retail activities.

Two of the three anti-competitive practices proscribed by the WTO concern misuse of information:

(a) engaging in anti-competitive *cross-subsidization*;

(b) using information obtained from competitors with anti-competitive results; and
(c) not making available to other services suppliers on a timely basis technical information about essential facilities and commercially relevant information which are necessary for them to provide services.

For example, suppose a vertically integrated incumbent firm is the sole source of dedicated access lines needed to provide retail private line services. Other firms may have no choice but to acquire wholesale dedicated access lines from the incumbent. To complete the wholesale transaction, the incumbent needs information about the identity, size, and other characteristics of end-users being targeted by its competitors. It could use this information to target the same end-users with superior service offerings, placing its competitors at a considerable competitive disadvantage. This would constitute a misuse of information.

Remedies for misuse of information are generally ex ante in nature, and include:

- Establishing strict rules or procedures governing the use or disclosure of commercially sensitive information, and setting limits on the sharing of sensitive information between a carrier and its affiliates
- “Win back” rules, limiting the extent to which the vertically integrated firm may directly market to customers that choose to switch to a competitor.

Practice Notes

- Canada: Misuse of Information and “Win-Back” Behaviour
- United States: Rules to Prevent Misuse of Information

Reference Documents

- World Trade Organization - Reference Paper

2.2.3.6 CUSTOMER LOCK-IN

Service providers may attempt to “lock in” customers to prevent them from switching to alternative products, technologies, or suppliers. Customer lock-in involves raising customers’ switching costs to the point that the cost of switching outweighs the potential benefits from switching.

Switching costs may be:

- Transactional, for example the cost of replacing existing equipment and technology in order to move to a different service provider, or
- Contractual, for example penalties for breaking an existing contract with one service provider, in order to switch to a new service provider.

Contractual provisions that increase switching costs are not necessarily anti-competitive. Service providers may use contractual provisions that ensure customer loyalty to recover legitimate underlying costs over a period of time, for example:

- Service providers may incur substantial upfront fixed costs to acquire and serve customers. For example, it is common for mobile service providers to subsidize the cost of mobile handsets and recover the cost of the subsidy through service charges over time,
- Service providers may have incentives to spread non customer-specific fixed costs over as many customers as possible. In order to do this, a service provider may use contractual provisions to ensure customer loyalty and maintain its installed customer base.

Where the customer’s switching cost is less than the present value of the expected revenue from the customer, competing firms may offer to pay the customer’s switching cost. In this case, switching costs are not effective as a means of locking in customers.

High switching costs and customer lock-in tactics do not necessarily cause problems for competition or exclude competitors. Most service agreements that seek to lock-in customers do not warrant regulatory interference. Indeed, in some cases, high switching costs may trigger market responses that improve efficiency.

Cases of lock-in need to be considered on a case by case basis, taking account of:

- The degree of competition in the market,
- Whether the firm in question has market power, or a dominant position, and
- The effect of the locking-in arrangements on competition. Are the arrangements blocking efficient competitors?

Practice Notes
2.2.3.7 EXCLUSIONARY OR PREDATORY PRICING

Predatory pricing is a pricing strategy used by an established firm to eliminate competition from equally efficient firms, and secure a monopoly position in a previously competitive market. A firm practicing predatory pricing lowers its price below cost and maintains it there until equally efficient competitors are forced to incur unsustainable losses and exit the market. The firm then raises its price to a monopoly level in order to recoup its lost profits.

The US Supreme Court defines predatory prices as "below-cost prices that drive rivals out of the market and allow the monopolist to raise its prices later and recoup its losses".

Predatory pricing is a risky strategy. The firm involved incurs high up-front losses, with no guarantee of future gains from monopolization. The strategy will only be profitable if, once all competitors have been forced out of the market, the incumbent is able to raise its prices to a monopoly level and keep them there. If the firm is subject to either direct price regulation or some other form of control, predatory pricing is unlikely to succeed.

Predatory pricing requires high barriers to entry. If firms are able to enter the market easily, then each time the incumbent increases its price this will attract new entrants into the market, forcing the incumbent to drop its price again.

Predatory pricing is notoriously difficult to prove. It can be difficult in practice to distinguish predatory pricing from aggressively competitive below-cost pricing (such as "loss leaders" and promotional activities).

Establishing whether predatory pricing has taken place requires that two tests be met (see Figure 2.7):

- Is the firm pricing below cost? And
- Whether the firm has an "objectively reasonable expectation" of being able to recover the losses it must incur by pricing at below cost.

Box 2.5: UK: UUNet’s claims of predatory pricing against BT
Source: Ofcom’s Competition Bulletin Issue 6, October 1997

In 1995, a competing internet service provider, UUNet, alleged that BT was engaging in predatory pricing for its internet access service (provided through BTNet). UUNet complained that a BTNet offer at a price 9 times less than BT’s comparable services was anti-competitive, and BTNet was not recovering its cost; furthermore, BT was offering a free trial period of subscription. The British regulatory agency Oftel (now Ofcom) found in 1997 under the following conditions:

- Barriers to entry were low and, therefore, BT could not expect to exclude competitors from the market and gain the market power needed to recoup losses in the long run
- BT’s other internet services were distinguishable from the BTNet service and, therefore, UUNet’s comparison was not well-founded
- Early BTNet losses not recovered were consistent with start-up business trends and that BT’s projected figures showed more profitability
- Free promotional subscriptions were commonplace in the industry, and BTNet had limited the offer to the initial period

Oftel’s final ruling was that BT had not engaged in any form of predatory pricing, although Oftel did continue to monitor BT due to its significant market presence.
Is the Firm Pricing Below Cost?

There is no universally accepted test to determine whether a firm is pricing below cost. According to EC case law two tests are possible to find an abuse in the form of predatory pricing:

- where variable costs are not covered, an abuse is automatically presumed;
- where variable costs are covered, but total costs are not, the pricing is deemed to constitute an abuse if it forms part of a plan to eliminate competitors.

Under the Areeda-Turner rule, prices must be below a firm’s short run marginal cost to qualify as predatory pricing. Recognizing that short run marginal cost is very difficult to measure, alternative short run measures of cost may be used (short run average variable cost, SRAVC, or short run incremental cost, SRIC).

Many economists promote the use of long run incremental cost (LRIC) as the appropriate cost threshold for predatory pricing. If two firms are equally efficient, they must have the same long run incremental cost. When one of them sets a price below LRIC, the other firm cannot match that price without incurring a loss.

Regardless of the measure used, calculations of firm-specific costs for individual services can be highly contentious.

Does the Firm Expect to Recover its Losses?

Many practitioners are skeptical about the prospect that a firm could know in advance all of the information needed to implement a predatory pricing strategy. In order to have a reasonable expectation that the strategy will succeed, the firm must know:

- How long it must price below cost before it succeeds in forcing its competitors out of the market,
- The size of the loss that it must withstand while predatory pricing is in effect, and
- The probability that it will recover its losses once it has achieved a monopoly.
Remedies

Ex post antitrust remedies, such as fines or compensation, may be available for proven instances of predatory pricing. However, predatory pricing is difficult to prove with sufficient certainty to justify punitive measures.

A more useful remedy for predatory pricing is an appropriate price floor for the affected product or service. This is a preventive remedy, requiring ex-ante regulation.

Reference Documents

- European Commission: Two Commission decisions on price abuse in the telecommunications sector
- Ofcom: Predatory pricing allegation by UUNet against BT, 1997

2.2.3.8 TYING AND BUNDLING

Tying of services occurs where a service provider makes the purchase of one product or service over which it has market power (the “tying good”) conditional on the purchase of a second, competitively supplied, product or service (the “tied good”). By tying services, a service provider can try to use market power in one market to give itself an advantage in another, competitive market. Customers who opt to buy the tied good from a competitor cannot find a feasible substitute for the service provider’s tying good.

Tying is primarily a strategy to maximize profits. It can be profitable:

- where the demands for the two products are complementary, such that end users consume both products together (for example a network subscription and local calls), or
- if the tying good is regulated and the regulated price is below the service provider’s profit maximizing level. In this case a successful tying strategy would enable the service provider to increase its overall profitability by increasing the price of the tied good.

Tying will not be profitable where:

- The demands for the two products are independent, so that end users are unlikely to consume them jointly,
- The price of the tying good is already at the service provider’s profit maximizing level. In this case there is no room to increase profits further, or
- The two products are consumed in fixed proportions. To maximize its profits, all the service provider needs to do is set the price for the product over which it has market power at its profit maximizing level.

A tying strategy is only likely to exclude competitors from the market for the tied good if competitors are unable to overcome the loss of sales to customers who have been successfully tied. For example this might be the case if:

- Competitors face economies of scale, so that a loss of sales causes their average costs to increase, or
- The tied good is associated with network externalities, so that a loss of sales to some customers causes other customers to drop off as well.

Even where tying does have an exclusionary effect, this may be an unintended consequence of a strategy to maximize profits.

There are few circumstances in which tying can be profit-enhancing for the firm concerned. Accordingly firms with market power will often have no incentive to engage in a tying strategy.

In recognition of this, the courts in the United States have developed a four-part test for analyzing allegations of tying (see Figure 2.8).
In addition to the tests illustrated in Figure 2.8, some courts require that the alleged harm exceed any efficiencies produced by the alleged tying, before allowing a complaint to proceed.

Service **bundling** occurs where a service provider offers two or more services separately, but gives a discount to customers who purchase the services as a combined bundle.

Bundling is common in telecommunications and other multiproduct industries, reflecting both cost savings from producing services jointly, and consumer preferences for service bundles. In telecommunications, local and long distance services are often bundled with services such as call waiting, call forwarding, voice mail, or Internet access.

Bundling is generally a pro-competitive, and customer friendly, strategy. As such bundling does not call for regulatory intervention.

**Reference Documents**

- Morocco: Effective Regulation Case Study

### 2.2.3.9 NON DISCRIMINATION AND NET NEUTRALITY

The Internet has flourished in part due to a “hands off” approach by governments and the apparent willingness of all stakeholders to cooperate and self-regulate. As the amount of video traffic increases, carriers may feel the need to adopt network management practices to control congestion of their networks. Some carriers may try to take the opportunity to extract value by prioritizing traffic in ways which violate the tradition of **network neutrality**.

In 2008, the U.S. Federal Communications Commission attempted to order Comcast, a cable TV and Internet access provider, to cease blocking or downgrading certain users’ access to some high capacity peer-to-peer download services. There was no attempt to impose capacity charges or separate pricing tiers, and other high capacity usage, such as video streaming or VoIP, was not treated similarly. On the surface, it appeared that Comcast was simply trying to discourage peer-to-peer file sharing itself, although it had no specific policy to do so. The FCC’s ruling, however, was subsequently struck down on appeal in court, leaving U.S. law undecided as to the FCC’s authority to implement net neutrality regulations.

Regulators are moving tentatively to decide how far they need to intervene. While many see the need for transparency about traffic management rules, only a few have moved to set traffic management rules.
2.2.4 MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS AND JOINT VENTURES

Mergers, acquisitions, and joint ventures are all different ways for two or more firms to integrate or coordinate their operations:

- **A merger** is a structural fusion of two firms that results in a common ownership and management structure. Mergers usually happen through stock swaps.
- **An acquisition** is a type of merger in which a firm with more resources and greater market strength may acquire another firm. The acquiring firm usually uses some combination of stocks, debt, and cash to finance the transaction.
- **A joint venture** is a strategic alliance between two firms that share resources, equity, revenues, expenses, and management to pursue a common goal. Each firm usually retains its own corporate identity.

There are three types of mergers: horizontal, vertical, and conglomerate. Conglomerate mergers occur between firms operating in separate markets. As such they do not generally raise competition concerns and are not covered further in this section.

Mergers, acquisitions, and joint ventures are motivated by a range of factors such as cost savings from synergies between the firms or economies of scale and scope, efficiencies from vertical integration, or geographical diversification or cross-selling of products.

The Role of Competition Authorities and Regulators

Provisions governing mergers and acquisition are generally included in competition or antitrust laws, where these exist. In this case, investigation of proposed mergers is usually the responsibility of a competition authority.

Some countries with no competition law have included sector specific merger provisions in their telecommunications laws (for example Hong Kong).

In countries with both a competition authority and a telecommunications regulator, both agencies may have a mandate to investigate mergers in the telecommunications sector. For example, in the US the Federal Trade Commission and the Justice Department have a general responsibility to investigate potentially anti-competitive mergers. However, the Federal Communications Commission may also investigate horizontal mergers between telecommunications firms to determine whether or not the merger is “in the public interest”. 

Practice Notes

- Structural Separation

2.2.4.1 MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
Mergers can be horizontal - bringing together firms that produce the same product within the same market – or vertical – bringing together firms in potential customer-supplier relationships.

**Analysing Horizontal Mergers**

By definition, horizontal mergers reduce the number of actual competitors in the market. Horizontal mergers may also produce cost savings and other benefits. If these benefits outweigh any reduction in competition, then the merger should be allowed to proceed.

Competition authorities commonly take a two-stage approach to analysing horizontal mergers (see Figure 2.9).

The first stage uses measurable thresholds or “safe harbors” to determine whether a merger is likely to raise serious competition concerns. If a merger falls within the specified threshold then it is considered to be “safe”, and may proceed without further investigation.

Like the USA, the EU calculates the Herfindahl-Hirschmann Index. While the absolute level of the HHI can give an initial indication of the competitive pressure in the market post-merger, the EU looks at the change in the HHI as a useful proxy for the change in concentration directly brought about by the merger.

The purpose of these thresholds is to focus resources on investigating those transactions that are most likely to raise serious competition concerns. Those mergers that do not fall within specified safe harbors are investigated in depth.

The EU Commission assesses “horizontal mergers” where the undertakings concerned are actual or potential competitors on the same relevant market. See KPNQWest/Ebone/GTS Horizontal Merger on one market assessment. The Commission’s assessment of mergers normally entails:

§ definition of the relevant product and geographic markets;
§ competitive assessment of the merger.

The EU Commission also takes account of a number of factors (such as the possibilities for customers of switching supplier or the possibilities for competitors to respond to the merger) which may influence the likelihood that a merger will have significant anticompetitive effects.

The merger of Orange and T-Mobile (UK subsidiaries of France Télécom and Deutsche Telekom) into Everything Everywhere, cleared on 1 March 2010, reduced the number of network operators from five to four. The UK Office of Fair Trading (OFT) had two concerns about the impact on competition.

First, the smallest remaining mobile network operator, 3UK, depended upon T-Mobile for 3G (radio access network) infrastructure sharing and on Orange for 2G national (voice) roaming. The remedy was a revised commercial agreement between T-Mobile, Orange and 3UK on post-merger infrastructure sharing roaming including a fast-track dispute resolution process.

Second, the parties’ combined contiguous spectrum could result in the new entity being the only mobile network operator in the UK able to offer next-generation mobile data services through Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology at the best possible speeds in the medium term. The remedy was a commitment that the merged entity would divest a quarter of their combined spectrum in the 1800 MHz band.

The EU Commission also undertakes to take account of efficiency or profitability criteria that undertaking might claim in order to mitigate any adverse impact on competition; in such cases, the undertakings would, of course, have to show that the efficiency was indeed attributable to the merger and would be beneficial for consumers.

If a merger is found to generate benefits that do not outweigh the damage to competition, then in some jurisdictions regulatory authorities may impose ex ante obligations on a merged firm, where the merger would otherwise be anti-competitive. In both the United States and Europe, National Regulatory Authorities may impose conditions on a merger that would otherwise be anti-competitive.
Analysing Vertical Mergers

Vertical mergers involve complementary services while horizontal mergers involve substitute services. Vertical mergers are generally considered beneficial where they can:

§ Reduce transaction costs by improving coordination between the services,
§ Improve efficiency through more integrated production, and
§ Eliminate “double markups”.

Vertical mergers are more likely to increase efficiency than horizontal mergers but may raise competition concerns in limited sets of circumstances. Competition authorities in the Unites States typically pay attention to three issues (see Figure 2.10). Could the merged firm:

- Raise the costs of its retail rivals? For example, suppose a retail firm merges with the supplier of a wholesale input. By removing a source of supply from the wholesale stage of the market, the retailer is able to increase the price of the input to its competitors (but not to itself). If it can, the remedy is a requirement that the wholesale resource be made available at non-discriminatory prices.
- Misuse competitively sensitive information gathered about rivals when selling them the wholesale resource? If it can, the remedy is to implement rules and procedures to prohibit information-sharing between the firm’s retail and wholesale operations.
- Foreclose retail competitors from the market by exercising market power at the wholesale stage of the market? The merged firm may withhold supply of the essential facility to its retail competitors, preventing them from competing. If it can, the remedy is to require the merged firm to provide equal access to the wholesale resource to its non-integrated retail-stage competitors.

Box 2.12: Austria: T-Mobile and tele.ring merger

Source: European Commission (staff analysis), T-Mobile Austria/tele.ring: Remedying the loss of a maverick, Competition Policy Bulletin, No. 2, Summer 2006

Conditions were imposed for the horizontal merger approved by the European Commission in April 2006. The Austrian subsidiary of T-Mobile (part of the Deutsche Telekom group) merged with a small competitor, tele.ring (controlled by US Western Wireless Corporation).

Some firms have more of an influence on the competitive process than their market shares would suggest. Before the merger, tele.ring exerted competitive pressure on the two largest Austrian operators, Mobilkom and T-Mobile Austria. The merger could have changed competitive dynamics significantly.

It seemed that no other operator could take over the role that tele.ring played. H3G had offered the next most attractive prices and in 2005 nearly half the customers who ported their numbers away from tele.ring went to H3G. But H3G was even smaller, had a network with only 50 percent population coverage and a roaming agreement with Mobilkom which raised its variable costs reducing its potential to be a vigorous price competitor.

The Commission approved the merger on the basis of T-Mobile’s legally binding commitments to H3G to sell it UMTS frequencies and mobile telephony sites (including all necessary technical equipment). According to H3G, these acquisitions would allow it to achieve complete network coverage of the population quickly. Building its own network nationally would also eliminate H3G’s dependence on the national roaming agreement with Mobilkom, reduce its variable per minute costs considerably and allow H3G to achieve much larger economies of scale. And the extended network and enhanced capacity would provide the incentive to price aggressively to fill the network.

Some firms have more of an influence on the competitive process than their market shares would suggest. Before the merger, tele.ring exerted competitive pressure on the two largest Austrian operators, Mobilkom and T-Mobile Austria. The merger could have changed competitive dynamics significantly.

It seemed that no other operator could take over the role that tele.ring played. H3G had offered the next most attractive prices and in 2005 nearly half the customers who ported their numbers away from tele.ring went to H3G. But H3G was even smaller, had a network with only 50 percent population coverage and a roaming agreement with Mobilkom which raised its variable costs reducing its potential to be a vigorous price competitor.

The Commission approved the merger on the basis of T-Mobile’s legally binding commitments to H3G to sell it UMTS frequencies and mobile telephony sites (including all necessary technical equipment). According to H3G, these acquisitions would allow it to achieve complete network coverage of the population quickly. Building its own network nationally would also eliminate H3G’s dependence on the national roaming agreement with Mobilkom, reduce its variable per minute costs considerably and allow H3G to achieve much larger economies of scale. And the extended network and enhanced capacity would provide the incentive to price aggressively to fill the network.
See the conditions imposed to allow the **Telia/Sonera Merger** which raised both horizontal and vertical merger concerns.

There is no difference between mergers and acquisitions in terms of regulation.

**Practice Notes**
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**2.2.4.2 JOINT VENTURES**
Joint ventures can have many different objectives, and have different implications for competition. Telecommunications joint ventures raise three broad types of competition concern:

- The potential for collusion among the parties in the joint venture,
- A loss of potential competition, and
- The potential for market exclusion and access discrimination.

Joint ventures with the purpose of fixing prices, restricting output, or allocating markets between firms reduce competition, and generally should not be permitted. Regulators or competition authorities should consider whether the joint venture will increase market power sufficiently to cause a substantial lessening of competition. Will the joint venture lead to an increase in prices or a reduction in output?

In some cases joint ventures include an agreement for the parties to acquire assets or voting rights in their respective firms. This type of arrangement is more durable than a conventional joint venture, and so requires additional scrutiny. The investigation should consider factors such as:

- The level of competition in the relevant market
- The number and power of competitors in the relevant market,
- The market power of the parties in the joint venture,
- The background of, and the relationship among, the parties in the joint venture,
- The setting in which the joint venture was created,
- The relationship between the lines of commerce of the joint venture and of the individual parties in the joint venture.

Ultimately, regardless of the benefits they produce for the collaborating parties, joint ventures must deliver consumer benefits and limited (in both duration and scope) integration in order to enhance the public interest.

Reference Documents

- European Commission: Co-operation between Telefónica and Portugal Telecom on Iberian markets, January 2011
- European Commission: T-Mobile Austria/telering: Remedying the loss of a maverick, 2006

2.3 ACCESS TO CUSTOMERS AND FACILITIES

The previous section discussed the conduct issues arising from market power. In this section, we discuss how the major source of market power can be countered through access policies.

Market power can be earned (e.g., by superior service or patented innovation) but in communications it often comes from control of an essential facility. Typically, the incumbent has a legacy access network which it is uneconomic to duplicate and for which there are no close substitutes (i.e., a natural monopoly). This market power is removed with mandated open access.

Specifically, this section will address:

- Policy Issues • Key Concepts • Interconnection • Unbundling • Infrastructure Sharing Section 4 will look at the important question of the price for access.

2.3.1 POLICY ISSUES

The regulatory approach to open access has evolved as competitive business models have changed. Changes in technology have been a major catalyst for these changes. The deployment of next generation fixed and mobile access networks (NGNs) creates opportunities for cost savings and the creation of new services. It also creates challenges for traditional business models and for regulation.

In fixed networks, many incumbents are replacing copper with fibre to the street cabinet (FTTC) and then using VDSL technology over the copper sub-loop between the street cabinet and the customer’s premises. Other operators, where the network architecture does not support this model, are planning for fibre to the home (FTTH). These NGN access models will result in a completely different local network architecture, where the ‘central office’ or ‘main distribution frame’ will eventually cease to exist.
Ideally, competition should extend to competing infrastructure investments. But where there is a natural monopoly in the provision of, say, a fixed customer access network it is uneconomic and unreasonable to expect duplication of such a network. The object of regulated access is to make such ‘essential’ or ‘bottle-neck’ facilities available to stimulate competition.

In the next two sub-sections, we explore how the focus of access policies has shifted with the evolution of competition (also discussed in more detail at section 1.5.1) and the emergence of digital communications.

- **Evolution of competition**
- **IP interconnection**

Policy issues include infrastructure versus service competition, universal service (Module 4) and affordability.

### 2.3.1.1 EVOLUTION OF COMPETITION

Competitive business models and the focus of regulation continually evolve:

#### Figure 3.1: Evolution of Competition and Regulation

Three distinct phases are identified:

- **Calls:** When developed country fixed markets were liberalised in the early 1990s, incumbent pricing structures relied on subsidising take-up of fixed lines with high call tariffs; particularly for long-distance and international calls. Call markets were opened with Call Selection (dial a pre-fix to use a new entrant) and/or Carrier Pre-selection (all long-distance calls are automatically routed through the chosen service provider).

  **Box 3.1:** Call Selection in Bahrain
  
  Bahrain introduced Call Selection (8-digit call over-ride) in 2004 and then carrier pre-selection (CPS or dial-tone) access for calls. These were introduced at considerable cost to provide customers with greater choice and convenience in the selection of which operator should bill them for calls. But, according to the TRA, although five operators offered CPS services, less than 1,000 of the 195,000 fixed lines subscribed to CPS (representing 1.2 per cent and 0.3 per cent of business and residential lines respectively).

  Regulation in this era consisted of mandating Call and/or Carrier Selection and setting origination and terminating interconnection rates paid to the incumbent. These could be significantly lower than retail rates providing a significant margin for profit; as shown in Figure 3.2).
Regulators spent a great deal of time on developing and setting interconnection rates and arbitrating access disputes and customer switching issues. The calls-based competitive business model was disrupted by regulator-assisted rebalancing of line rentals and call tariffs, take-up of unbundled local loop and broadband enabled VoIP which reduced margins on long distance call services. This form of market liberalisation has not been successful in developing countries because fixed networks present a smaller market opportunity than mobile networks and the margins between regulated fixed network interconnection rates and retail prices have been small. Rather than spending time on implementing fixed call selection on copper with a high non-adoption risk, regulators in developing countries should focus on prohibiting either fixed or mobile carriers blocking or degrading competing digital apps like VoIP.

Access: The advent of broadband and VoIP services shifted the focus of competition to control of the access line and consequently all services provided over it. The fight for control of the access line led to major players launching triple play (bundling voice, broadband and IPTV services) or even quadruple play (adding mobiles as part of the package).

The focus of regulation shifted from interconnection to unbundling of part of all of the copper line. A key policy issue is preserving investment incentives with unbundled access pricing. Forcing open access to incumbent copper access networks to create competition has worked in developed countries but it made incumbents reluctant to invest in major civil works programmes to replace the copper access network with optical fibre partially (FTTN) or completely (FTTH).

Deployment of NGNs raises complex challenges on how to maintain access for all competitors. Many incumbents are rolling out fibre to the node at the street cabinet (FTTN) and then using VDSL technology over the copper sub-loop between the street cabinet and the customer’s premises. Other operators, where the network architecture does not support this model, are planning for fibre to the home (FTTH; removing all copper from the access network).

According to the BSG report (Box 3.2), the costs of deploying FTTC/VDSL (fibre to the curb with VDSL from the node at the curb) in the UK are around GBP5.1 billion. This is around a fifth of the costs of deploying FTTH/GPON (GBP24.5 billion where GPON shares the fibre infrastructure at the node with around 32 homes), with FTTH/PTP costing around GBP28.8 billion (point-to-point costs 18% more than FTTH/GPON, but regulators like PTP fibre because it can be unbundled like copper).

The assumption of business models in the access competition era was that control of customer access also controlled revenues delivered over that infrastructure. With digitisation this assumption no longer holds leading to the era of service competition (eg from Skype).

Services: The de-layering of the industry that has arrived with IP has broken the nexus between carriage and content. None of the content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optus</th>
<th>Telstra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail price $1.54</td>
<td>Retail price $1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less interconnect fees $0.27 (to Telstra)</td>
<td>Less imputed interconnect fees $0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less own costs (billing, transmission) $0.10</td>
<td>Less own costs (billing, transmission) $0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit $1.17</td>
<td>Profit $1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rates all at July 1995 (just over 2 years after competition began in Nov. 1992)

The fixed costs below are for items such as new street cabinets which do not vary with take-up. The variable costs are those that increase with the addition of each new line, and so include costs for active equipment and the final fibre connection to the premises which are only installed when a premises migrates to the new network. It can be seen that for all technologies the fixed costs associated with coverage are dominant, at over 70% of the total costs. The large proportion of fixed costs means that the costs per premises connected are particularly sensitive to the take-up assumptions.

According to the BSG report (Box 3.2), the costs of deploying FTTC/VDSL (fibre to the curb with VDSL from the node at the curb) in the UK are around GBP5.1 billion. This is around a fifth of the costs of deploying FTTH/GPON (GBP24.5 billion where GPON shares the fibre infrastructure at the node with around 32 homes), with FTTH/PTP costing around GBP28.8 billion (point-to-point costs 18% more than FTTH/GPON, but regulators like PTP fibre because it can be unbundled like copper).

The assumption of business models in the access competition era was that control of customer access also controlled revenues delivered over that infrastructure. With digitisation this assumption no longer holds leading to the era of service competition (eg from Skype).

Services: The de-layering of the industry that has arrived with IP has broken the nexus between carriage and content. None of the content
providers at layer 4 in the figure below need to deal with the providers at the other levels.

With the shift of competition towards services on both fixed and mobile networks, the focus of regulation is on identifying new sources of market power and addressing new issues such as network neutrality and content regulation.

Broadcasting rights vary from country to country and even within countries. These rights govern the distribution of copyrighted content and media and allow the sole distribution of that content at any one time.

Broadcast television and telecommunications have been regulated differently. As IPTV allows broadcasting over IP networks new regulatory issues arise.

As an example of how technology can over-take regulation, copyright law often exempts copying for personal use and new technology has been used to stretch this permission to deliver services beyond what might have been anticipated (Box 3.4).

In Australia a mobile operator, Optus, has a cloud-storage service which enables customers to playback any of 15 free-to-air programs. It gives its mobile customers 45 minutes of free viewing for what it claims is just a time-shifting and format-shifting service. Optus argues that what it offers is equivalent to customers recording the content on their own hard drives for personal use, which does not breach copyright.

Key sporting organisations are concerned about the impact on revenues. The main mobile network operated by Telstra paid A$153m for the rights to stream matches live over the Internet over five years.

Optus won the first Federal Court case in February 2012, but this early decision was overturned by a full bench of the Federal Court in April 2012 with the High Court refusing leave to appeal in September 2012.

The same issue arose in the USA in 2006 when US pay TV operator Cablevision introduced a service that allowed customers to record, pause, and replay television content from servers located in Cablevision data centres rather than from hard drives in their living rooms.

Cablevision was challenged by Twentieth Century Fox and, in March 2007, a district court found in favour of the copyright owner but this decision was reversed in August 2008 by the Second Circuit Court of Appeal.

Practice Notes
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2.3.1.2 IP INTERCONNECTION

All next generation networks (NGNs) will be digital and existing fixed and mobile switched networks are migrating quickly to digital networks. So, switched interconnection is giving way to IP interconnection as networks become digital. The paradigms ruling each of these currently are very different (Table 3.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switched (Telephony) Networks</th>
<th>Next Generation (IP) Networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuits dimensioned for voice</td>
<td>Traffic types vary (different QoS needed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnection fee based on time</td>
<td>Packets have no time or distance dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed – Mobile interconnection asymmetric</td>
<td>Packets exchanged uniformly across platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small but constant information delivery rate</td>
<td>Typically “bursty” traffic patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little tolerance for delays and sound distortions</td>
<td>Handle time sensitive and delay tolerant traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulated interconnection at agreed POIs</td>
<td>Unregulated peering and transit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic routed over a circuit to a dialed number</td>
<td>Connectionless, ‘best efforts’ routed on IP headers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The good news for regulators is that IP interconnection removes the bottleneck in access. With switched networks, the access provider has a monopoly over the origination/termination of calls from/to customers on its fixed or mobile access network. With peering and transit, the access network does not have such control and there is no need to regulate; as shown in Poland (Box 3.5). Access regimes for switched telephony (PSTN) networks have been highly regulated while the peering and transit arrangements associated with the highly successful development of the internet are unregulated.

Peering, also known as ‘Sender Keep All’ or ‘Bill and Keep’ is a zero compensation arrangement by which two ISPs agree to exchange traffic at no charge. Transit is an arrangement in which larger ISPs sell access to their networks, their customers, and other ISP networks with which they had negotiated access agreements.

Some argue that the peering and transit settlement regimes associated with the internet will not necessarily apply to all IP networks. They point out that although (managed) next generation networks (NGNs) and the (best-efforts) internet use IP as a common technology and are converging in the marketplace by offering similar or substitute services, they are organized differently and so remain separate and distinct, even though they share the same transmission infrastructure (such as fibre networks). That is, NGNs are a collection of ‘closed’ networks (i.e., packets are not allowed across the interconnection point unless they are authorized).

To ‘authorise’ packets requires ‘deep packet inspection’ which may violate network neutrality. For example, mobile operators who enjoy high termination rates for voice calls from fixed networks have blocked VoIP calls for which they receive no incremental revenue. This practice may become prohibited (see Box 2.10 on KPN). This does not mean that with IP interconnection, a byte is a byte whatever it contains. It would not violate net neutrality to offer QoS on different types of traffic and this would advantage carrier-grade IP networks over ‘best efforts’ and over-the-top internet applications.

There is a regulatory issue with the transition from switched interconnection to IP interconnection because the different regimes offer arbitrage opportunities. But the arbitrage window between, say, fixed-to-mobile termination and VoIP closes as the difference in costs narrows. Some other transitional issues include:

- Where there are service providers relying on call selection, they would get a windfall from not having to pay termination fees while network operators would lose termination revenue; unless fees for originating access are increased.
- If there is significant traffic with countries that continue to use CPNP, the operators in those countries will continue to enjoy termination revenues while the operators in BAK regimes do not; which means BAK provides a subsidy to the CPNP country.
The speed at which terminating rates can be reduced under the CPNP regime before the step to BAK is made.

Since network operators cannot expect to make money from switched interconnection when they move to IP Interconnection, they have to remove cross-subsidy between high margin calls and low margin line rentals and move towards volume based charging (probably implemented as monthly data caps).
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### 2.3.2 KEY CONCEPTS

The vocabulary of access regulation is shifting with the move from switched to IP Interconnection. Between these, unbundling became important.

In the switched interconnection world, key concepts include:

- **Originating and terminating access** – This refers to exchange of voice traffic and the interconnection rates are usually timed.
- **Fixed-mobile termination** – The rates for terminating calls on mobile networks have been high, encouraging the growth of mobiles, but are being reduced quickly to facilitate the transition to IP Interconnection.
- **Call selection and carrier pre-selection** – These were used to provide call services to the incumbent’s customers. They are being replaced by unbundled copper loop and by apps on digital networks.
- **Number portability** – This can be mandated for either fixed and/or mobile numbers to reduce barriers to switching providers. Numbering plans are being reconsidered with VoIP services.
- **Points of interconnect** – These are the physical locations where traffic aggregated from either exchange service or fibre serving areas is exchanged between the owner of the access network and the providers of services to the customers in those areas.
- **Resale** – This is an extreme form of mandated access in which the incumbent operator is required to allow others to resell its services under their own brands. It is important part of the switched interconnection world because reselling retail access allows entrants to provide ‘full service’.

As competition evolved from calls to access, new concepts emerged such as,

- **Full and partial unbundling of the copper local loop**
- **Infrastructure sharing** - Co-location and facilities access takes a number of forms.
- **Inter-modal or platform competition** – the USA relied on competition between cable and telephone networks. There is some evidence that wireless and mobile broadband networks could provide competition for fixed networks.

And, with the migration to all digital networks, came:

- **Next generation networks (NGNs)**
- **Bitstream access and dark fibre**
- **Peering and transit** - Peering, also known as ‘Sender Keeps All’ or ‘Bill and Keep’ is a zero compensation arrangement by which two ISPs agree to exchange traffic at no charge. Transit is an arrangement in which larger ISPs sell access to their networks, their customers, and other ISP networks with which they had negotiated access agreements.
- **Internet exchange points (IXPs)** – these are physical locations where several ISPs and content providers can exchange traffic more cheaply than paying transit fees”.
- **IP interconnection**
- **Net neutrality**
- **Applications (Apps)**

Across all these stages, there are some constant principles and concepts such as:

- **Essential or bottleneck facilities** - are network elements or services that are provided exclusively or predominantly by a monopolist and are critical inputs to retail service. Also, it is not feasible, either economically or technologically, for retail competitors to duplicate the essential facility or develop a substitute for it.
- **Open access** - defined by InfoDev as “the creation of competition in all layers of the network, allowing a wide variety of physical networks and applications to interact in an open architecture. Simply put, anyone can connect to anyone in a technology-neutral framework that encourages innovative, low-cost delivery to users. It encourages market entry from smaller, local companies and seeks to prevent any single entity from becoming dominant. Open
access requires transparency to ensure fair trading within and between the layers, based on clear, comparative information on market prices and services.*


- Reference interconnection offer (RIO) - this defines the price and non-price terms of the services for access or interconnection with the expectation that this will minimise disputes.
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2.3.3 INTERCONNECTION

Interconnection is what allows users on each network to communicate with users on any other network. One of the ITU’s most notable achievements has been the agreement of standards that allows a seamless, global telephone network. International two-way interconnection to allow exchange of traffic is relatively easy to achieve as there are mutual benefits.

Interconnection can be cooperative (eg calls between countries) or competitive. In the case of competitive interconnection, incumbents provide originating and/or terminating interconnection which they are reluctant to do because it is a ‘zero-sum’ game: new entrants make money at the expense of the incumbent.

Telecommunications operators will interconnect voluntarily in some circumstances. If two operators are not in direct competition with each other, then generally they will have an incentive to interconnect. This is because interconnection increases the value of a network to subscribers by increasing the number of people they can call and the range of ICT services they can access.

Regulators become involved where incumbent operators have little incentive to allow access to their network, or to allow access on reasonable terms. Where the interconnection seeker is a potential competitor, an incumbent may seek to limit competition, and preserve its market power, by:

- Refusing to interconnect
- Offering interconnection at a price, or on other terms, that make it difficult for an efficient entrant to compete, or
- Seeking to ‘sabotage’ the entrant by providing a lower quality interconnection service to the entrant than the incumbent provides itself.

In these cases regulatory intervention can lead to a more efficient outcome. The motivation for interconnection regulation is that efficient competition in downstream markets would be difficult, or even impossible, unless entrants can access the incumbent’s network at appropriate prices, terms and conditions.

Interconnection regulation can apply equally to all telecommunications carriers (symmetric regulation) or to incumbent carriers only (asymmetric regulation). However, the need for asymmetric regulation should be kept under regular review. As market conditions change, new firms enter the market and new competitive services emerge, market power can be eroded. Where this occurs, regulators need to reconsider the justification for asymmetric regulation and, if market power is no longer a concern, remove the additional requirements.

Price differences between regulated and unregulated interconnection services result in arbitrage opportunities and potential market distortions.

With new networks (both fixed and mobile) based on Internet Protocols (IP), switched interconnection is becoming a thing of the past. IP interconnection is becoming the new standard; although the rules have not yet been agreed.
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2.3.3.1 FORMS OF INTERCONNECTION

One-way interconnection occurs when payment goes only one-way (eg when rail operators seek access to rail networks). Two-way interconnection occurs with reciprocal payments (eg between networks with customers who communicate across networks). One-way and two-way interconnection can co-exist. For example, new entrants often obtain parts of their networks from the incumbent carrier (one-way interconnection), and then exchange traffic with the incumbent (two-way interconnection). There are several approaches to structuring interconnection payments which are
discussed at 4.3

The distinction between one-way and two-way interconnection is less important than whether the parties concerned compete or cooperate.

International calls between countries do not compete with each other (subject to arbitrage). The accounting rate system was developed as a way to allocate revenue for international telephone services. The system is a series of arrangements between national operators in which the operators jointly provide international calls and divide the revenues from such calls between them.

For many less-developed countries, traffic on international routes is unbalanced — more calls are terminated in these countries than originate from them. As a result, the accounting rate system produced considerable revenue inflows to many less-developed countries. This regime has been undermined by markets and regulation. Carriers exploit numerous arbitrage opportunities to offer customers rates that are well below international accounting rates. The system has also come under regulatory pressure.

The accounting rate system has now been largely replaced by cross-border interconnection. Carriers directly negotiate rates to terminate traffic, in some cases with long-term contracts, in other cases on a short-term or spot basis.

2.3.3.2 INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENTS AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Often a regulator will require the development of a Reference Interconnection Offer (RIO) as part of opening the sector to competition. The RIO sets out the terms and conditions for interconnection services that a competing operator can choose to accept without further negotiations. The purpose of the RIO is to avoid disputes and to shorten the entry time for a new competitor. Or, a regulatory tool that accomplishes similar results is a ‘most favoured nation’ or non-discrimination requirement, whereby any operator can choose to accept the terms and conditions that have previously been agreed or ordered to be in place for another competitor. Many countries have adopted either or both of these measures. One example is described in the practice note on Jamaica’s RIO.

However, disputes about access and interconnection are common in the telecommunications sector. Reliance on the courts to resolve disputes between telecommunications firms is costly and can involve substantial delays. Without a mechanism to resolve interconnection disputes quickly and effectively, innovation and competition in the sector will be threatened. Entrants will not commit resources unless they have confidence that their business will be viable and that they will be able to resolve any disputes in a timely fashion.

The World Trade Organization - Reference Paper includes obligations relating to dispute resolution. Under the Agreement, Member countries must establish an independent domestic dispute resolution body, so that interconnection disputes can be settled within a reasonable period of time. This need not be the regulator, but it often is.

Dispute resolution presents a number of challenges for regulators, including:

- **Access to information**: Operators usually have better information than the regulator on the details of interconnection disputes. This makes it difficult for the regulator to come to a decision and be confident that it is the best one.
- **‘Gaming’ of the process**: Either party may engage in anti-competitive gaming of the dispute resolution process. For example, an incumbent may use delaying tactics to draw out the proceedings, in order to delay competitive entry. Or an entrant may not accept a reasonable interconnection offer from the incumbent if it believes that it can persuade the regulator (or dispute resolution authority) to mandate more favourable terms.
- **Capacity**: Many countries face a shortage of people with the necessary legal, economic, and technical expertise to resolve interconnection disputes.

There are several ways of tackling these challenges such as:

- **Improve information available to the regulator** – to enable the regulator to base its decision on better information.
  - Ask parties to define areas of agreement and dispute and to provide information to clarify disputed issues;
  - Require written submissions from operators on areas of dispute, supported by facts and research if necessary; and
  - Allow others (for example customer groups and other service providers) to comment on areas of dispute.
- **Obtain expert assistance** – to supplement the regulator’s in-house capability by drawing on external expertise.
  - Use external advisors (for example an experienced interconnection expert) to assist in resolving the dispute. The expert’s role could include
clarifying areas of agreement and dispute, identifying information needs, and providing advice.

- Consider appointing an independent mediator (or, if the parties agree, an arbitrator).
- Consult with other regulators on their approach in similar cases.
- Review decisions and interconnection agreements approved by other regulators.
- Use outside parties for informal mediation, arbitration, information gathering or other assistance. This can be particularly useful in countries where the regulator lacks the legal authority to resolve the dispute
  - **Improve transparency** – making more information publicly available should cause parties to consider their positions more carefully.
- Make parties’ submissions available for comment by other parties and the public, with summaries to protect confidential information; and
- Publish a draft decision and give parties to the dispute and others an opportunity to make written submissions on it.

The problem with ‘negotiate/arbitrate’ regimes is that the two parties to the dispute exaggerate their differences hoping to draw any middle ground resolution towards their end of the arbitration spectrum. The problems with this for the regulator were discussed above. The solutions above still require the regulator to find the right spot on the arbitration spectrum to set a price; and they take time and are costly.

The Australian response to these problems was to dump the negotiate/arbitrate framework in 2011. The regulator (the ACCC) now has to set prices for all regulated (‘declared’) access services. It still has to use its own resources to find the right spot on a spectrum which is not bounded by previous commercial negotiations. Its interim finding is subject to consultation before it issues a final set of prices.

Another approach which solves some of the problems identified above and could work well for countries with limited resources is **‘final offer arbitration’** (FOA). The regulator lays down the criteria by which the final offer brought to each party will be judged and chooses one. There is no compromise between the proposals of the parties. The regulator does not have to build its own cost models or justify its choice. This provides powerful incentives for parties to reach agreement rather than risk the other’s proposal being accepted at arbitration. It also encourages each party to be reasonable and narrow their differences.
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2.3.4 UNBUNDLING

Unbundling requires the incumbent to allow entrants to lease certain individual building blocks that make up a telecommunications network. Unbundling can be an enormous task for regulators. The administrative costs of defining, and setting prices for, a range of network elements can be high. In addition, unbundling can impose high compliance costs on incumbent carriers. Regulators should carefully consider the merits of unbundling on a case-by-case basis, with a thorough assessment of the likely costs and benefits. The main forms of unbundling are:

- **Resale** is often mandated as the first rung on the ‘ladder of investment’ (1.5.1). Resale obligations require the vertically integrated firm to make its retail services available for resale by any competitor. This approach is used in many markets including the USA, UK and Australia.

- **Leased lines** are an important access product through all stages of competition except service competition. They may be long-distance transmission links on ‘thin’ routes. Or, they may be data ‘tails’ providing originating/terminating access for data services. These have tended to be displaced by unbundled local loop where the entrant has more control over the service specification.

- **Line-sharing** (or partial line unbundling) where incumbent must provide access to the non-voice frequencies of a local loop and/or access to space within a main distribution frame where DSLAMs and similar types of equipment can be interconnected to the local loop. Where entrants use line sharing to provide broadband service, they can also buy resold local service (line rental and calls) to provide a more complete bundle of services.

- **Local loop unbundling** is also known as full unbundling and occurs when the raw (unconditioned) copper pair is used by the entrant to provide both voice and data services over ADSL.

- **Sub-loop unbundling.** With FTTN, sub-loop copper between the node and the final customer may be mandated but it is unlikely to be commercially viable.

- **Bitstream** access was used in New Zealand as an alternative way of unbundling copper lines. Where fibre replaces part of the copper access network (Fibre to the Node) or all of (Fibre to the Home), Bitstream is the most common form of unbundling in fibre networks. It can be at Layer 2 (ATM or Ethernet, in most fibre networks) or Layer 3 (IP, as with New Zealand’s copper bitstream service).

- **Dark fibre** (unlit optical fibre) is another form which may be constrained by the architecture of the FTTH access network (Figure 3.7). It is possible with point-to-point (PTP) fibre where there is one fibre for each end customer back to the point of interconnect (POI). But it is cheaper to build FTTH with a passive optical network (PON) in which a fibre line is connected to a passive optical splitter, which splits the incoming light from the POI over typically 32 (but up to 128) fibres going to end customers.
Wavelengths are likely to be unbundled on PONs in future but the standards do not yet exist for this solution. With wave length multiplexing (WDM), the end-user is accessed by using a separate wavelength not shared by other users.

Before unbundled local loop (ULL) was made available, entrants could buy unbundled bitstream access (UBA) and re-sell voice services (POTS, ‘plain old telephone service’) or buy UBA without POTS (Naked UBA; perhaps relying on their own VoIP or mobile service to provide voice). The Basic UBA price is $20.66 but Naked UBA is $44.59 per month where the difference (‘uplift’) is equal to the ULL price to cover loop costs (September 2011 prices). With ULL, entrants could provide their own voice and broadband services.

Telecom New Zealand (TNZ) is in the process of deploying fibre to the node (cabinetisation). Where this happens, copper is not available to provide broadband and POTS over ULL. The entrant has three options:

First: unbundling the sub-loop (SLU) at the cabinet and using their own or leased fibre backhaul (‘sub-loop backhaul’; at about 60 per cent of ULL cost), but this is uneconomic with cabinets typically serving only 300-350 customers.

Second: basic UBA can be bought with resold POTS. The wholesale operator, Chorus, provides these from the cabinet to the exchange over fibre and copper respectively for entrants and Telstra Retail. When copper is no longer available, POTS will be carried over fibre.

Third: where copper between the cabinet and exchange has not been de-commissioned, it can be bought as the un-regulated (and unpublished) sub-loop extension service (SLES) which together with sub-loop access provides a copper path for POTS. Naked UBA provides broadband. Entrants claimed that they should only pay the Basic UBA price or they would be paying contributions to the cost of the loop twice; unlike Telecom Retail.

The Commerce Commission agreed and noted that Telecom had breached its separation undertakings because option three did not provide access on the same terms as Telecom Retail. Because TNZ moved to address this issue promptly, the Commerce Commission agreed to limit compensation to NZ$31.6m; the commercial gain it estimated TNZ to have made. This was distributed between the five new entrants affected.

Unbundling usually requires facilities sharing (3.5) or collocation, where the incumbent operator houses the communications equipment of competing operators to facilitate connectivity, or permits entrants to share infrastructure such as cell-site masts, cable ducts, or telephone poles.

Because unbundling copper has been so successful in stimulating competition, regulators have looked for fibre analogues to the unbundled local loop (ULL) and line sharing service (LSS) found in copper networks. Unbundling of copper loop is not easy with fibre-to-the-node (FTTN) and impossible with fibre-to-the-home (FTTH). Regulators are still struggling to determine both what access products are appropriate in the new environment and how they should be priced without discouraging further investment in next generation networks (NGNs).
In developing countries, unbundling copper is not a useful option for creating competition because copper networks are not extensive. In developed countries, incumbents have been slow to roll-out fibre networks because they could not see a business case or they felt that regulated access prices would be too low. The fact that broadband is increasingly expected to be delivered over wireless networks in developing countries brings into question the importance of focussing on local loop unbundling where the copper local loop is less important relative to wireless penetration.
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### 2.3.5 INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING AND COLOCATION

One of the most important policy concerns underlying the growing regulatory interest in sharing is the promotion of rapid and efficient network deployment. In many developing countries, the network in question is the mobile network, which is increasingly becoming the dominant form of infrastructure in these countries, as well as the backbone for the provision of universal access. In more developed and industrialized countries, the emphasis is on national broadband core and access networks and Next-Generation-Networks (NGNs). Although the modes of sharing differ and although each network raises particular policy concerns, broadly speaking, sharing facilitates a rapid, less costly and less disruptive deployment of networks, whether the network is mobile, fixed broadband, or NGN.

Sharing helps to address three obstacles to efficient and timely network deployment:

- the high costs of network roll-out;
- restricted access to bottleneck facilities and
- poor investment incentives, particularly in unserved or under-served areas.

**Box 3.8: UK Approach to NGN Access Products**

Source: Review of the wholesale local access market – Statement, Ofcom, October 2010

[http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/wla/statement](http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/wla/statement)

Ofcom’s new regulatory model rests on the following core elements:

- Virtual Unbundled Local Access (VULA), which will allow competitors to deliver services over BT’s new NGA network, with a degree of control that is similar to that achieved when taking over the physical line to the customer;
- Physical Infrastructure Access (PIA), which will allow competitors to deploy their own NGA infrastructure between the customer and the local exchange, using BT’s duct and pole infrastructure, to provide broadband and telephony; and
- Local Loop Unbundling (LLU) which Ofcom expects will continue to provide a basis for competition in current (copper) generation services, allowing competitors to physically take over (or share) BT’s copper lines between the customer and the local exchange.

Ofcom concluded that prices for LLU, PIA and SLU must be related to the cost of providing them. However, it decided not to regulate the prices of the product(s) that BT provides under its VULA obligation. It considered that this approach will give BT the flexibility to price its VULA services according to emerging information on the demand for, and supply costs of, NGA services. At the same time, the prices of these services will be constrained by the availability of current generation broadband services and by competition from services provided over cable TV network infrastructure.

**Box 3.9: Vietnam**


Due to competition in Vietnam’s telecommunications market (there are around a dozen enterprises providing telecommunications infrastructure), providers have a common need in sharing, but sharing telecommunications infrastructure is difficult, leading to overlap in investment in the access network. This causes problems of wasted resources, difficulties for users, visual pollution, etc. There are too many businesses providing infrastructure development making it difficult for interconnection because every operator applies different technology. This does not lead to harmonization in national telecommunications infrastructure and is not sustainable to meet the development needs of the country in the future. The service providers are now trying to develop a shared co-operation network infrastructure but so far no specific measures have been implemented due to disagreement on the benefits as well as a lack of appropriate regulatory guidelines.

There is a distinction between passive and active infrastructure sharing:

- Passive infrastructure includes all the civil engineering and non-electronic elements of infrastructure, such as physical sites, poles and ducts (and also power supplies).
- Active infrastructure covers all the electronic telecommunication elements of infrastructure like lit fibre, access node switches, and
broadband remote access servers.

Infrastructure sharing is particularly important to the building of broadband networks where the cost of civil works (e.g., digging trenches) is significant. The Fibre-to-the-Home Council identifies four business models used in the FTTH market:

- **Vertically integrated** – one major player covering passive, active and service layers, who offers services directly to their customers, conveys traffic on their networking equipment and uses their own passive infrastructure (exclusively or with wholesale to other communications providers).
- **Passive sharing** – in this model, the infrastructure owner deploys the passive infrastructure and provides passive access to other players, who concentrate on the active and service layers.
- **Active sharing** – the vertical infrastructure provider deploys both active and passive infrastructure, and opens it up to service providers, with each service provider taking care of its base of subscribers.
- **Fully separated** – in some countries the fully separated model has emerged, featuring an infrastructure owner, a network operator and a series of service providers.

Active infrastructure sharing can be a matter of degree. Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) do not own their own spectrum but may rely to a greater or lesser extent on components provided by the incumbent.

![Box 3.10: MVNO Options](image)

The policy issues related to competition and sharing are complex. Sharing offers both the possibility of enhancing competition and the risk of hindering competition.

On the one hand, sharing policies can help to increase competition in the ICT sector. One of the greatest impediments to market entry in the sector is the cost of network deployment. Sharing allows operators to enter the market at a much lower cost than what they would encounter if they were required to construct their own network infrastructure. Sharing also helps to overcome barriers to competition such as the control of bottleneck facilities by dominant operators.

On the other hand, too much sharing undermines the incentives for investment in infrastructure-based competition. In the early days of liberalisation, some regulators prohibited facilities sharing. A very permissive sharing regime makes it possible for operators to become active without investing in their own infrastructure. If most operators rely on the same underlying infrastructure providers, it is likely that there will be little ultimate differentiation in their services. The benefits of competition like lower prices and consumer choice are reduced as a result.

Ultimately, there is an inevitable tension between the equally important goals of reducing barriers to market entry and stimulating investment in infrastructure. Both of these goals are relevant to maintaining healthy competition in the ICT sector. Striking the appropriate balance between these goals is a delicate matter for policy makers and regulators.
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2.4 REGULATING ACCESS PRICES

The heart of regulation is regulating access prices. It is the key to new entrant business models. The previous section warned of regulatory over-reach on mandating access services because not all inputs are essential, bottle-neck input services so making them available will deter new investment. This section alerts regulators to how access pricing can shape competition.

The final column of Table 4.1 provides a mapping between the access products discussed in the previous section and the approaches to pricing them which are discussed in this section. The first two columns come from Table 1.2 defining markets suitable for ex-ante regulation in the EU.

Benchmarking is a pricing methodology that can (and has) been used for every service and is probably the most practical method for small developing countries.

In developed countries fundamental changes in the approach to access pricing are taking place with the transition to all digital networks. Developing countries have the opportunity to leap-frog legacy pricing approaches as the networks being built now are digital.

This section explores the following topics:

- Policy Issues
- Key Concepts
- Pricing Interconnection
- Pricing Unbundled Access
- Pricing Infrastructure Sharing
- Pricing Resale
2.4.1 POLICY ISSUES

Mandating access usually means that access prices have to be regulated too: the owner of the essential facility cannot use its market power to control supply because open access is mandated and regulated access pricing stops it using its market power to control the price.

In trying to support competitive processes, regulated access pricing seeks to achieve three forms of economic efficiency:

- **Allocative efficiency** requires that resources, products, and services are allocated to the person or persons who value them the most. For this to happen, consumers of final products or services (such telephone calls to other customers) should pay prices that reflect the cost of the resources used to provide those products or services.

- **Productive efficiency** requires that market participants use scarce resources as productively as possible. This means that the most efficient provider should not be precluded from serving customers, and

- **Dynamic efficiency** requires that all firms (entrants and incumbents) should have proper incentives to invest in technologies that reduce costs and/or expand product offerings.

It is unlikely that these can be achieved simultaneously. More importance has been given to dynamic efficiency as the policy focus has shifted from accommodating legacy issues associated with opening access to copper networks to encouraging investment in fibre networks.

In addition, there are social objectives. Historically, many incumbent operators have maintained high prices for long distance and international services, and used the proceeds to support below-cost prices for basic services. This was made possible by statutory monopoly and allowed the widespread adoption of affordable telephone service. However, with the introduction of competition for calls these cross-subsidies became unsustainable. Competitive pressures eroded long distance and international prices and regulated low prices for basic service became unsustainable.

### Table 4.1: Access Products and Pricing Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Pricing</th>
<th>Sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Retail access to PSTN</td>
<td>Line rental (WLR) Local calls (LCS)</td>
<td>Retail Minus (RMAC), Benchmarking</td>
<td>3.6 + 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 3</td>
<td>PSTN originating and terminating access</td>
<td>POA, IP interconnection</td>
<td>LRIC, BAK, Benchmarking</td>
<td>3.1.2 + 3.3 + 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Wholesale network infrastructure access</td>
<td>Unbundled loop (ULL) Line sharing (LLS) Infrastructure sharing</td>
<td>LRIC, Benchmarking</td>
<td>3.4 + 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Wholesale broadband access</td>
<td>Bitstream, Dark Fibre</td>
<td>LRIC, GB, Benchmarking</td>
<td>3.4 + 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Wholesale leased lines</td>
<td>Data tails</td>
<td>LRIC, Benchmarking</td>
<td>3.4 + 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Voice call termination on mobile networks</td>
<td>FTN</td>
<td>LRIC, BAK Benchmarking</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the era of call competition, regulators had to rethink the justification for pricing policies aimed at keeping prices for basic service low and consider rebalancing tariffs to better reflect economic costs.

Among the policy challenges in moving to digital networks,

- the relative prices of wholesale services may affect the transition from copper to fibre and consistency among them is essential. Take-up of fibre access has been slow where it has to compete with copper access services which have low regulated prices
- off-setting the above, as users move off copper to fibre, cable and mobile services the unit costs of copper and consequently access prices increase; which raises affordability concerns got the users left on copper
- the migration to IP interconnection raises transitional issues and there is no consensus yet on how to price digital interconnection

Fibre presents a new challenge for policy. Operators are facing potentially significant investment costs to upgrade existing infrastructure to keep up with technological change. However, revenues for new broadband services are uncertain and existing revenue streams are threatened by ‘over-the-top’ services. The most certain source of revenue is retail access pricing – and that is threatened by open access and increasingly capable mobile broadband.

---

**Policy makers generally like uniform pricing; a social objective that conflicts with economic efficiency objectives. In Australia, Telstra argued that the ACCC was a ‘rogue regulator’ because it de-averaged unbundled local loop (ULL) prices across four regional types. Other access products like line sharing (LSS), wholesale line rental (WLR) and local calls are not de-averaged. This means that entrants can opt to use these instead of ULL in remote areas.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$ per month</th>
<th>Retail broadband ARPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBD</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>$48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>$56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presence of different access products reduces the ability to extract cross-subsidies.

When Telstra sought to build a metro-only FTTN, it agreed that the access price for the new bitstream service should include a contribution to support telephony services to 1 million rural and remote customers. But the gap between the $1.77 per month offered by the ACCC and the $13.69 per month sought by Telstra was too big and the FTTN plan was dropped.

---

**Box 4.1: Geographic Cross Subsidy**

| Source: ACCC Final Decision on Fixed Services, July 2011 and Telstra’s FTTN Briefing, 7 August 2006 |

Policy makers generally like uniform pricing; a social objective that conflicts with economic efficiency objectives. In Australia, Telstra argued that the ACCC was a ‘rogue regulator’ because it de-averaged unbundled local loop (ULL) prices across four regional types. Other access products like line sharing (LSS), wholesale line rental (WLR) and local calls are not de-averaged. This means that entrants can opt to use these instead of ULL in remote areas.

---

**Box 4.2: Asymmetric Risk Example**

Suppose an operator is considering whether to build a FTTH access network in a particular region. Revenues are uncertain. If demand is strong, the network could generate profits of $10m a year but if there is a lack of demand there will be annual losses of $8m. If these cases are considered equally likely, the expected profit is $1m and the investment will be made – if the operator has a monopoly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Monopoly</th>
<th>Open Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>+$10m</td>
<td>+$6m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>-$8m</td>
<td>-$8m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>+$1m</td>
<td>-$1m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Private operators have been slow or reluctant to invest in broadband. In the USA, the FCC broke the impasse by forbearing to regulate broadband access. The FCC decided to forbear from unbundling and price regulation of FTTH in August 2003, extended this to FTTN in October 2004 and also DSL in September 2005, and the German and Australian incumbents unsuccessfully sought ‘access holidays’ long enough to get a return on their prospective investments. Initially, the Federal Network Agency in Germany supported Deutsche Telekom but under pressure from the EU it made an order in September 2010 subjecting VDSL (FTTN), FTTH lines and Ethernet-based bitstream access to regulation. In Australia, Telstra sought concessions from the Australian government in 2005 ahead of building an FTTN network but these were refused so it chose to invest instead in unregulated HFC and mobile broadband networks.

The problem with ‘access holidays’ is that it gives the incumbent too much of a ‘first-mover’ advantage. That leaves the problem of how to set an access price for fibre networks that satisfies a number of objectives simultaneously:

- It must provide a return on large investments
- It must ensure that broadband access remains affordable to end users
- It must provide affordable open access for wholesale customers
- It must not foreclose investment (eg FTTH extensions to FTTN)
- It must satisfy government social equity objectives (eg USO and uniform pricing)

Pricing for copper networks appeared to discourage investment in fibre access networks leading some regulators to seek new models for pricing interconnection.

Reference Documents

- ACCC, Final Access Determination for Fixed Line Services, July 2011
- European Commission: Public Consultation on Costing Methodologies for Key Wholesale Access Prices in Electronic Communications, October 2011

2.4.2 KEY CONCEPTS

Broadly, the key concepts in the regulator’s access pricing tool kit are:

- **Cost oriented prices** - as required by the WTO Reference Paper can be developed from bottom-up or top-down cost models or from benchmarking rates in similar countries who have used cost models.
- **Cost models** - bottom-up costing for LRIC (long-run incremental costs) where a firm prices in such a way as to cover only the incremental costs of the product (ie the product’s LRIC), sales of that product make no contribution to the firm’s common costs. There are many variations around this but it is sufficient to consider LRIC to understand the issues and principles.
- **Regulatory accounting** - top-down costing associated with FDC (fully distributed costs) where all costs, including joint and common costs, are fully allocated to all the operator’s services/products according to a specified distribution/allocation key. The costs of a given service/product are composed of direct volume-sensitive costs, direct fixed costs and a share of joint and common costs.
- **Benchmarking** - compares access prices across a peer group of countries to determine what price would be reasonable.
- **ECPR** – the efficient component pricing rule which is closely related to ‘retail minus avoided retail costs’. ECPR is cost-based because it includes ‘opportunity cost’.
- **BAK** - Bill and Keep has been around for mobile termination in countries with ‘receiving party pays’ (eg USA) and seems related to ‘peering’ in internet traffic exchange.
- **GB** – Volume based charging. This is a possible alternative access pricing to address changes in the industry that BAK cannot address.

Related technical concepts:

- **DAC** (depreciated actual cost) – based on historic cost accounting (HCA). Some regulators also require current cost accounting (CCA) in which assets are re-valued at replacement cost; which may then require further adjustment to ‘mean equivalent assets’
- **DORC** (depreciated optimised replacement cost) – takes accumulated depreciation from ORC calculated for TSLRIC
- **SAC** (stand-alone cost) – the sum of the incremental cost of the product, plus all the costs which are common between that product and other products. The stand-alone cost is therefore higher than long-run incremental cost (LRIC).
- **WACC** (weighted average cost of capital) – derived from the capital asset pricing model and used to set the return to capital.

2.4.2.1 COST BASED PRICES

Regulated pricing is needed where an unconstrained provider of an essential facility could exploit its position to charge well above cost. Regulation is a proxy for competition which tends to drive prices towards cost. But cost is a flexible concept.

The WTO Reference Paper requires “cost-oriented rates that are transparent, reasonable, having regard to economic feasibility”. This leaves a wide degree
of flexibility in how to define and measure cost-oriented prices. How it is interpreted in practice is a combination of national guidelines and case law.

The two main options are the Bottom-Up and Top-Down costing approaches. Some regulators use a hybrid of these by taking account of actually incurred costs adjusted for efficiency. The two broad options are compared below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can model costs that an efficient entrant would face flexible — can change assumptions readily transparent — much of the information used is publicly available</td>
<td>May optimize too much or omit costs, if this happens, the operator will be undercompensated and will reduce investment in the network modeling of operating expenditure is usually based on simple margins instead of real-world costs data needed for the model may not exist the modeling process can be time-consuming and expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporates actual costs useful for testing results from bottom-up model may be faster and less costly to implement, but this depends on how well categories in the financial accounts match the data required</td>
<td>Includes actual costs, which are likely to incorporate inefficiencies less transparent — confidentiality issues mean other stakeholders may not have access to the information used the parties may dispute the cost-allocation rules used (the rules used to allocate shared and common costs among specific services) data may not exist in the required form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both costing approaches are demanding for a small, developing country with limited resources. A cheaper alternative is benchmarking.

Bearing in mind that the object of pricing regulation is to produce what be expected in competitive markets, contestable market theory suggests outcomes will lie between a range with the ceiling defined by stand-alone cost and a floor defined by long-run incremental cost.

### Practice Notes

- **Forms of Competition**
- **Two-Sided Markets**

### Reference Documents

- European Commission: Public Consultation on Costing Methodologies for Key Wholesale Access Prices in Electronic Communications, October 2011
- UK: Ofcom, Review of cost orientation and regulatory financial reporting in telecoms, Nov 2011
- World Trade Organization - Reference Paper

### 2.4.2.2 COST MODELS

Bottom-up cost models are favoured by many regulators because they reduce reliance on information provided by the incumbent; a necessary feature of top-down models, even when the accounting framework is specified by the regulator.

Bottom-up models for fibre access are appropriate because they are new. Assuming fibre networks are built in an efficient manner, operators can be fully compensated for their construction at today’s prices.

The bottom-up approach develops the cost model on the basis of the expected demand in terms of subscribers and traffic and sets the network design and estimates the related costs on the basis of a network engineering model. Bottom-up modelling has the following steps:

**Step 1: Define the services** to be modelled (for example local access services). This step includes gathering data on the number and location of customers in the geographic area under consideration.

**Step 2: Determine the design** of the network — what facilities are required to provide the service, and where should they be located?

Designing the network to be modelled requires the regulator to make choices about how much optimization to include in the modelled network:

- The scorched earth approach represents one extreme. It assumes that nothing is fixed, not even the location of the nodes. The scorched earth network is what an entrant would build if no network existed, based on the location of customers and forecasts of demand for services.
- The scorched node approach assumes that the location of network nodes is fixed where they currently exist, and the operator can choose the best technology to configure the network around these nodes.

**Step 3: Determine the amount** of each type of equipment needed to construct the network.

**Step 4: Estimate the costs** of each element. For each type of equipment multiply the amount required by its unit prices to arrive at the total investment cost. (TSLRIC models usually use current, best-in-market costs)

**Step 5: Annualise the total investment cost** for each network element. This amount equals depreciation costs and cost of capital for the firm in question.

**Step 6: Estimate opex**. Operations and maintenance costs and non-network costs include direct out-of-pocket operating expenses associated with the investment and indirect expenses, such as corporate overheads.
Step 7: Estimate total costs for each network element by adding the annual (monthly) amounts calculated in Steps 5 and 6.

Step 8: Unitise costs by dividing the total costs of each network element by the relevant cost-driver, to arrive at unit costs. For example, use the number of lines to derive the unit costs for subscriber loops, or the number of minutes to derive unit switching costs.

In the long term all costs are considered to be variable because the production capacity is not a constraint (as it is the case in the short term). Therefore long run incremental costs include capital and the volume-sensitive costs resulting from a substantial change in production.

Some regulators have become disenchanted with bottom-up costing models because they essentially rebuild the network from scratch each time the access price is reviewed and each time the models and their many assumptions are contested. As Ofcom puts it: “This (TSLRIC+) approach is suitable to current generation access networks as they are legacy networks with low demand side risk and substantial sunk costs that have already generated a return on the initial investment... This approach may be less appropriate for next generation access networks. So far, these networks are characterised by high uncertainty about consumer demand and willingness to pay, with limited clarity on the applications and services they will deliver. In this situation, investors in a free market would seek higher returns from their investment to compensate for the higher degree of risk.” [Ofcom, 2007, paras 5.2 and 5.3]

This is why the Australian regulator shifted from bottom-up modelling to a top-down ‘building block’ approach in 2011.

Practice Notes

Commonly Used Cost Models
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2.4.2.3 REGULATORY ACCOUNTING

Top-down modelling attempts to measure LRIC starting from the firm’s actual costs as set out in its accounts. This method does not involve detailed network modelling. Instead, a top-down model separates the firm’s assets and costs into service groups, and then adds the extra costs associated with interconnection to arrive at an estimate of LRIC.

This usually involves the following five steps:

---

Box 4.3: Australia’s Building Block Method

The ACCC has shifted from its previous pricing methodologies (TSLRIC+ and RMRAC) to a new building block model (BBM) pricing methodology.

The new BBM method is simple – once the opening value of the Regulated Asset Base (RAB) is established. The method takes the asset base for each class of asset (e.g. ducts and pipes) subtractions depreciation and adds investment. The cost of capital, depreciation, operating expenses and tax liabilities are then added together to determine the revenue requirement.

The ACCC believes that there is no uniquely correct value for the initial value of the RAB – but says that it must lie in the range bounded by the depreciated historic value of Telstra’s investment in network assets (that is, depreciated actual cost or DAC) and the depreciated optimised replacement cost (DORC) where the ORC value must be depreciated to reflect the age of Telstra’s actual assets.

DAC is a top-down method drawing on management reports and DORC uses bottom-up cost modelling once to calculate ORC and then makes an adjustment for accumulated depreciation. The result is then rolled forward year by year using actual investment and depreciation.

Bottom-up costing is still the preferred method in many jurisdictions (eg the EU).
Step 1: Identify the firm’s services and separate out interconnection services

Step 2: Identify and separate all costs and assets in the firm’s accounts

Step 3: Allocate all directly attributable costs. If a cost item or asset is attributable to only one service, allocate it to that service

Step 4: Allocate shared and common costs across services using allocation rules. Allocation is essentially arbitrary. Possible allocation techniques include:

1. Combinatorial tests - consider whether the prices for different combinations of products lie between the LRIC and SAC of those combinations. Where all the different combinations satisfy this test, there is no over-recovery of common costs. Depending upon the size of the product portfolio of the firm, and the types of common costs, the number of combinatorial tests could be impractically high.

2. Fully allocated cost - As FAC involves allocating all the firm’s common costs across all products, the costs for individual products would normally be above LRIC and below SAC. However, the FAC approach allows no flexibility in terms of pricing; common costs are allocated according to a formula (eg number of lines or minutes).

Step 5: Calculate LRIC for each service by adding up the costs allocated to that service, including an appropriate return on those assets allocated to the service.

Top-down modelling uses the firm’s current operating costs and either historic cost accounting (HCA, which HCA reflects the cost at the time of purchasing the asset) or current cost accounting (CCA, where network assets are valued at replacement costs). Normally regulators would be expected to use either HCA or CCA and not mix the two approaches. In practice, some regulators recognize that those assets which cannot be economically replaced (such as for example ducts) must not necessarily be valued at their full replacement costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Retail Price</th>
<th>Access Costs</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local service</td>
<td>$88.99</td>
<td>$80.47</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic long distance</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International calls</td>
<td>$0.21</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-mobile</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADSL</td>
<td>$149.48</td>
<td>$49.96</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2.4.2.4 BENCHMARKING

Both bottom-up and top-down cost models are complex to develop and lead to uncertain outcomes. In some markets the detailed information required may not be available. Even where regulators can apply the same cost model for the same access product, divergences in implementation can lead to large divergences in price.

A more practical alternative to developing cost models for a developing country with limited resources is benchmarking. Regulators in many jurisdictions have used benchmarking to set initial interconnection rates. For example Botswana used benchmarking to resolve an interconnection dispute quickly.

Benchmarking has two main purposes in interconnection pricing. In situations where detailed cost models can be estimated, benchmarking can be
used as a common sense check on the results of the modelling. Alternatively, benchmarking can be used directly to set interconnection prices.

In a benchmarking exercise, adjustments need to be made for differences among jurisdictions, for example population density, local area size, extent of urbanisation, traffic patterns and call durations, input prices, scale economies, exchange rates and taxes.

**Practice Notes**

- Benchmarking: Adjusting for Exchange Rates
- Botswana: Interconnection Dispute Resolution
- Final Offer Arbitration [1]

**Reference Documents**

- European Commission: Public Consultation on Costing Methodologies for Key Wholesale Access Prices in Electronic Communications, October 2011
- New Zealand: Benchmarking Telecom’s Unbundled Partial Circuits Service, September 2004

### 2.4.3 PRICING INTERCONNECTION

With the exception of countries using ‘receiving party network pays’ (RPNP) for calls to mobile networks, in the switched interconnection context the main basis for pricing originating and terminating access has been some form of LRIC; determined from bottom-up or top-down cost models (or benchmarking countries that do either or both).

The exception (RPNP) uses Bill and Keep (BAK) where the calling party’s network retains whatever revenue it raises through retail usage charges. This is the system used for mobile networks in the USA. One advantage of a bill and keep policy is that it can be adopted quickly without the need to employ a cost analysis.

Except for RPNP, pricing interconnection becomes problematic in an IP environment because many parties can be involved in handling any packet. BAK looks very similar to internet peering, so it has been suggested that pricing IP interconnection will converge on BAK. This makes BAK look attractive except for mobile operators in countries with ‘calling party network pays’ because they have enjoyed high termination rates.

BAK is the IP Interconnection model favoured in Europe (BEREC, June 2010) because:

- Costs are falling with the transition to NGN networks so the difference between switched and IP interconnection rates is getting smaller.
  
- In mobiles, this convergence is being helped along by regulation and market forces.
  
- BAK reduces regulatory cost and uncertainty. Also moving cost recovery from termination, which is a regulated market, to competitive retail markets increases incentives for cost minimization.
  
- Assuming usual plausible cost and utility distribution and bearing in mind their uncertainty, BAK is likely to internalize call and network externalities better than CPNP.
  
- BAK is expected to lead to higher average usage per capita and a lower average price per minute. BAK decreases the marginal costs of traffic and the cost risk related to flat-rate offers that drive higher usage. Higher usage in combination with the large scale effects (economies of scale present in fixed and mobile networks) create lower costs per minute and so BAK feeds a positive feedback loop of higher usage and lower prices.

However, there are a couple of problems with BAK. First, it does not address the leakage of revenues that comes from the de-layering of the industry. BAK assumes there is some reciprocity: ‘You can keep revenues from your customers and so shall I’. But, ‘over-the-top’ service providers like Skype get to BAK without having a network and making no direct contribution to any networks its customers use. Indirectly, Skype’s customers pay their respective network provider for data traffic they generate using Skype services. Such leakage could increase the risks of investing in broadband networks.

Second, while vertically-integrated network operators can BAK retail customers with managed IP voice and SMS services enabling them to maintain a premium over services delivered over ‘best-efforts’ internet (like Skype), the options for wholesale-only network operators are more limited. The options are discussed in the next section.

**Practice Notes**

- Peering and Transit

**Reference Documents**
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### 2.4.4 PRICING UNBUNDLED ACCESS
Regulating unbundled access has traditionally been done in the context of fixed copper networks and priced to some form of LRIC. Models have been used to calculate the LRIC costs of unbundled local loop, line sharing and transmission (both access tails and transmission links).

The approach to pricing access on fibre networks is still evolving to deal with both the different kinds of access products required (eg bitstream access and sub-loop) and the different level of risk associated compared with copper networks. Mindful of the need to encourage investment in fibre networks, the FCC chose to forbear from mandating access while Ofcom mandates bitstream access but forbears from regulating the access price.

At the same time as adjusting for risk, the relativity between access prices for copper networks and fibre networks has to be managed as this will affect the transition to fibre networks. And, the price relativity between different kinds of access products on each access platform will affect investment choices.

With FTTN, there is no analogue replacement access product for unbundled local loop. Two choices may be offered: bitstream access (much like line-sharing) or sub-loop unbundling at the node (street cabinet; combined with a back-haul access product). In practice, only bitstream will be used as the addressable customer market at the node is too small to make a business case for unbundling at that level.

With FTTH, unless it is a PTP network (which would allow dark fibre), the access product will be wholesale bitstream access (WBA). There are four components to the price in the FTTH network being built in Australia (Figure 4.1) where the critical link between the end customer and the POI is split between the individual fibre to the end customer (AVC, priced by speed and QOS to the end customer) and the aggregation link (CVC) dimensioned by the wholesale customer to handle its AVCs.

This model is the same as in Canada which has mandated two pricing options (Box 4.5). The other option is flat-rate. Flat rate is like copper based access pricing (eg ULL and LSS) but it does not take account of the growth in data traffic. The problem with flat-rate pricing is that it puts the onus on the access provider to increases the capacity of the network to handle extra traffic without a proportionate contribution towards the cost of doing that.

In Canada in 2000, the CRTC permitted cable carriers to introduce usage caps and/or usage-based billing (UBB) charges for their wholesale services if UBB was also applied for their retail customers. Later, this option was extended to telephone companies offering broadband access.

On 25 January 2011 (Decision 2011-44), the Commission set the UBB rates at retail minus 15 percent. But the concession was not enough for many independent ISPs which together account for just 6 percent of the residential retail market - they were hoping for the CRTC to grant them a 50% discount.

The January decision ignited a consumer backlash and a wave of public scorn hit Ottawa ahead of the May federal election, quickly turning into a hot-button issue for a minority Conservative government and opposition parties alike. Also Netflix Inc. expressed serious concerns about its future in Canada - “[usage-based billing] is something we’re definitely worried about,” (Reed Hastings, chief executive of Netflix). On Feb. 3 2011, the federal Cabinet advised the CRTC that if it did not review the decision and come back with a new one, it would be reversed.

The revised model that the CRTC finally produced on 15 November 2011 offers two options. First, for companies that proposed a usage-based model, their tariffs have to be based on the approved capacity model, effective 1 February 2012. For companies that proposed a flat rate model, their tariffs were approved effective immediately.

The capacity model requires ISPs to choose what bandwidth of pipe it wants in order to carry traffic between aggregation points (eg street cabinet) and the handover point. This is similar to the wholesale model proposed or the new broadband network in Australia. If ISPs do not order enough capacity, their traffic will become congested without affecting other ISPs.

This should appease content providers like Netflix but there is no incentive for ISPs to buy bigger pipes to accommodate traffic for which they little or nothing.

An obvious neutral solution is volume based charging: exactly what the CRTC blocked. The days when customers enjoyed unlimited downloads on broadband may be numbered. Twenty OECD countries currently have no data caps at all among their broadband offers (OECD, 2011). But things are
changing. One of the twenty is the USA where AT&T slapped 150GB and 250GB data caps on its broadband DSL and U-Verse customers. Ultimately at
the wholesale level, a monthly fixed fee for each access line plus a charge per GB for total volume downloaded across those lines may become a best
practice option.

Another reason for moving in this direction is that both mobile and fixed broadband networks have had content and carriage effectively unbundled by
the de-layering of the industry brought about by digitising networks. The network operators’ responses and the regulator’s role in this development
are discussed in Section 5.
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2.4.5 PRICING INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING

There is a general consensus that infrastructure sharing should be based on cost-oriented pricing and open access models. Countries have differed,
however, on the approach taken to establishing costs.

The EU considers infrastructure sharing to be just another example of unbundling. It says access to existing civil engineering infrastructure of a
regulated operator on Market 4 (wholesale network infrastructure access) should be priced with the same methodology used for pricing access to the
unbundled local copper loop taking into account actual lifetimes of the relevant infrastructure. The same method applies to new (fibre) infrastructure
except that a higher risk premium may be allowed in the return to capital (WACC).

The New Zealand regulator accepted the advice of the industry that it was not required to regulate access pricing for mobile co-location.
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2.4.6 PRICING RESALE

The generally accepted price rule for resold services, Pa, is ‘retail minus avoided retail costs’ (RMAC). Under this rule, the price paid by resellers is
equal to the providing firm’s retail price of the service, Pr, less its cost of retailing functions, Cr, avoided with resale:

\[
Pa = Pr - Cr
\]

RMAC is equivalent to the Efficient Component Pricing Rule (ECPR) also known as the Baumol-Willig access pricing rule which says that the marginal
costs of access include not only the direct costs, Ca, but also the ‘opportunity costs’. That is the access price, Pa, should be:

\[
Pa = Ca + (Pr - Ca - Cr)
\]

So long as the reseller’s own retail costs are less than Cr, it can compete with the incumbent.

Although DSL is not a ‘declared’ (ie regulated) access service in Australia (because entrants can build and resell their own DSL services based on ULL
or LSS), the incumbent has volunteered to resell its ADSL services in all areas at RMAC (Box 4.6).
In New Zealand, the unbundled bitstream access (UBA) service was made available as a regulated product before ULL was made available. UBA has been regulated at RMAC.

Not all competitors are interested in using resale as their retail market strategy. If they use, say, unbundled local loop to provide both voice and broadband services there could be some inconsistency with resold local services.

An issue with RMAC is that comparisons between retail services and wholesale services are complicated because retail business units do not necessarily use the same cost elements, in the same quantities, in the same geographic areas and for the same end-users as wholesale customers.

2.5 REGULATING ‘OVER-THE-TOP’ SERVICES

OTT services are enabled by the de-layering of the industry. IP has separated carriage from content and allowed ‘over-the-top’ content and applications providers to deal directly with end users over networks whose owners and operators are excluded from these transactions. The move to LTE’s all-IP architecture will create a more open environment for these OTT providers and third party services.

It is not only telecommunications that is affected. Internet television over broadband fixed and mobile networks is de-stabilising existing broadcasting industries.

In the following sections, we look at the policy issues raised by VoIP and other OTT services and the new concepts that apply before turning to regulatory options for managing VoIP and other OTT services.

- Policy Issues
- Key Concepts
- VoIP
- Other OTT services

Internet telephony, or “Voice over the Internet Protocol” (VoIP), is the first ‘over-the-top’ (OTT) service with major implications for the business models of both fixed and mobile network operators. More recently, text messages (SMS) have also been delivered OTT affecting the revenues of fixed and mobile operators.
2.5.1 POLICY ISSUES

Proliferation of content and applications services is to be welcomed – they add utility for users. Some new ‘over-the-top’ (OTT) services did not previously exist and do not undermine the current operator business models (eg location-based GPS mobile services). Some new OTT services may threaten the economics of investing in fast broadband networks and (eg internet television).

But, change is inevitable. As network operators migrate to next generation networks, voice services will become software applications riding over the network. During this transition, policy-makers are finding different paths to balancing innovation, investment and competition.

The many policy and regulatory issues specific to VoIP are considered below.

Regulators cannot hold back the tide of changes to maintain the status quo. To a large extent, existing operators are able to change their business models to stay afloat. For example, OTT services manifest themselves on networks as traffic. If network builders and operators align revenue models more with traffic, their financial position is more secure. This would reverse current trends.

These changes are disruptive and inconvenient for those with a stake in existing arrangements. But the benefits of change outweigh the costs. For example, VoIP leads to dramatic reductions in the cost in telecommunication and this has beneficial impacts on the development of business and economic growth. India found that VoIP opened up new employment opportunities with call centres serving overseas markets.

Regulators generally support innovation. They prevent fixed and mobile operators from blocking or degrading competing services.
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2.5.2 KEY CONCEPTS

VoIP has been around for a number of years but there are several other ‘over-the-top’ (OTT) concepts that will become increasingly important. The concepts are all the product of the digitisation of fixed and mobile networks. Key concepts include:

- **VoIP** also known as voice-over-broadband (VOB) or internet telephony takes a number of different forms. Across different platforms, VoIP services can be phone-to-phone, PC-to-PC (‘on-net’), PC-to-phone (‘inbound’), phone-to-PC (‘outbound’) and phone-to-phone (‘bi-directional’ between different networks). The different forms are reflected in licensing conditions. ‘.

- **SMS** – the short message service (texting) has been a very lucrative business for fixed and mobile operators. While network quality is a major constraint to some OTT voice applications, SMS applications are less reliant on QoS, due to them using less data and having a higher tolerance for latency.

- **Applications (Apps)** – This term is now associated with smartphones. Early examples include Skype (first on fixed networks but now also mobiles) and there are now thousands provided by mobile operators and third parties ‘. Their important characteristic is that they are carried over the data part of mobile service.

- **Cloud Services** - The general idea of the ‘cloud’ is to store your media on the internet so you can access it from any device anywhere, as opposed to leaving it on a hard drive. Apple, Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Dropbox all offer cloud services.
Internet Television – With Internet (‘best-efforts’) TV (e.g. Apple TV, Google TV, Netflix) the consumer pays for the content package separately, and in addition to, the broadband access package. There is no guarantee of the quality of service. The content provider may use a VPN (Virtual Private Network) to try and secure the content from copying or may be encrypted and decrypted. But, it is delivered over the top of the Internet Service (ISP) provider’s network.

IPTV - IPTV is not ‘over-the-top’ because it is provided directly by carriers and ISPs. The consumer pays the ISP for both the content package and the broadband delivery package (e.g. ‘Triple Play’ bundles telephony, broadband and television). This allows the ISP to ‘guarantee’ some quality of service with its Content Delivery Network (CDN) to ensure that the video content is coming from the nearest possible server to the consumer’s premise and over its own network.

Our focus in this module is on what these concepts mean for the regulation of competition and pricing. But we shall look also at consumer protection and other issues that arise in the context of VoIP.
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2.5.3 VOIP

VoIP is the first of the apps enabled by IP to threaten traditional telecommunications business models because they depended on voice revenues (and mostly still do). Policy and regulatory issues and responses have evolved with the maturity of the VoIP market.

The key policy issue is how to regulate VoIP compared with the telephone services it replaces or displaces. Some countries view VoIP as a voice service while others view it as data; a ‘value-added’ or ‘information’ service. For example, Bolivia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Jordan and the United States view VoIP as data, while Dominica views it as voice. In the European Union, VoIP can be classified as either an Electronic Communication Service or as a Publicly Available Telephone Service.

Despite its limitations, users increasingly view VoIP as ‘functionally equivalent’ to conventional telephone service. The quality of VoIP has improved and users can now obtain a PSTN telephone number and receive calls originated on the PSTN. Technical and consumer protection aspects are discussed in regulatory implications of VoIP.

Most countries licence different types of VoIP service. Policy makers then have to decide what aspects of conventional telephony regulation should apply to each class of VoIP service because the differences between VoIP and conventional voice service will have implications for universal service arrangements, telephone number management, public safety, and national security. For example, VoIP services are generally unable to provide access to emergency service if there is a power cut or to give reliable location information in the case of an emergency.

Recognizing the difficulties of translating existing regulatory frameworks into the IP world, the European Commission advocated a ‘light regulatory touch’ when it first examined VoIP regulation in 2004. The United States initially took a similar approach, but VoIP is becoming more regulated over time in the United States; especially in the context of security concerns (whether and how VoIP traffic can be monitored) and access to emergency call services. With a ‘light touch’, regulation is confined to specific matters such as access to telephone numbers, number portability, access to emergency services, universal service, and national security.

The number of countries attempting to ban VoIP is continuing to decline:

But it is very difficult to stop unlicensed VoIP services which can traverse the telephone network without detection. Even where regulators permit only limited or no VoIP services, incumbent operators will still face VoIP competition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early VoIP Market</th>
<th>Maturing VoIP Market</th>
<th>Mature VoIP Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Grey market’ (self-help bypass and deregulation)</td>
<td>Quality of service (QoS)</td>
<td>Consumer protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Service</td>
<td>Security of transmissions</td>
<td>Universal Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensing</td>
<td>Regulatory capture</td>
<td>Net neutrality and blocking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbering</td>
<td>Number portability</td>
<td>Market size and growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting competition</td>
<td>(Anti-)competitive issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The licensing of VoIP in Bangladesh was delayed while attempts were made to establish a common platform to route all VoIP calls for national security reasons and to monitor VoIP revenues. Then when the current licenses were issued in 2009, they were set high to minimize the number of competitors.

At that time, it was thought that up to 200 illegal VoIP providers were operating in Bangladesh; mainly connecting international calls from pre-paid card users, using VSAT links. The use of VSAT for voice services is not permitted. VoIP-based call termination business captured over 40 per cent of the market of incoming and outgoing international calls.

Bangladesh now requires all calls including inter-operator VoIP calls to be routed through Interconnection Exchanges or International Gateways. Intra-operator VoIP calls and other domestic data traffic must be routed through National Internet Exchanges.

The regulator, the BTRC, is still catching illegal VoIP operators. In the first eight months of 2011, the Rapid Action Battalion seized Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) equipment from eight unauthorised VoIP business centres — seven in the capital and one in the port city of Chittagong. And the BTRC has a running banner on its site saying: ‘Urgent Notice on Illegal VOIP: If you receive any overseas call which has a CLI display of any Bangladeshi mobile or PSTN number, please send us that number [contact details provided].’ Changing the calling number from international to local before presenting it for termination on a fixed or mobile service reduces the interconnection payable (and if it terminated as data on, say, a PC no number substitution is necessary and no fee is paid).

The ability of mobile broadband users to access Skype using iPhones led certain European operators to block Skype access over their networks to prevent loss of revenues. Regulators are now beginning to stop such practices on the basis that it is inconsistent with net neutrality.

VoIP class licences have different rights and obligations attached to each type of licence depending upon how closely the licensed service resembles PSTN voice services. Barbados has four different classes of VoIP services.

Singapore also has just two class licences. VoIP providers who want PSTN numbers (starting with ‘6’) must adhere to all PSTN rules VoIP providers can also get 8 digit numbers starting with ‘3’ where PSTN rules do not apply.

Hong Kong also adopted a two-class approach to regulating IP Telephony. Both classes of service provider must provide access to emergency services and to reserve power, but they differ in the requirements they face for number portability and numbering. Class 1 is equivalent to PSTN voice service with number portability, but Class 2 lacks numbering rights.

In the future voice telephony will migrate completely from circuit switched telephony to VoIP. Once this happens, Internet interconnection and pricing models may replace the current arrangements. Until that happens, VoIP network operators will need to interconnect with incumbent network operators’ PSTNs.

VoIP providers require access to the PSTN to terminate calls to recipients who do not subscribe to the VoIP provider’s service. Interconnection typically occurs between a VoIP operator’s gateway and the PSTN operator’s point of interconnect closest to the call originator or recipient. For calls terminating on fixed networks, VoIP operators should pay PSTN operators for call switching and routing in much the same way that other carriers (such as mobile and long distance operators) do. This may be hard to enforce (Box 5.1).

Call originations from fixed networks may require a different pricing and access mechanism. For many VoIP services, the caller originates the call over a broadband access link or a wireless network. Carriers have no visibility of such VoIP calls originated on their access networks; they are just part of data traffic. However, no originating interconnection fee should arise because the customer is paying for the access link and any traffic carried over it.

Wireless networks will have a substantial impact on VoIP service development, particularly in developing countries. As wireless and VoIP traffic increase, differences in the terms and conditions under which wireline, wireless and VoIP operators interconnect networks will create opportunities for arbitrage and distort markets. Differences in call termination rates and interconnection arrangements can cause operators to adjust traffic flows to obtain the lowest possible rate, and to minimize regulatory fees.
2.5.4 OTHER ‘OVER-THE-TOP’ SERVICES

There are a number of other OTT services apart from VoIP that have been enabled by IP and which all have significant implications for market developments. They may pose a challenge for existing providers but do not seem to be as challenging for regulators as VoIP.

Apps that enable instant messaging and voice communication via data plans compete directly with the SMS and voice services upon which operators depend for a substantial portion of revenue. The average revenue per delivered byte is dropping, as SMS bytes, are replaced by ‘over-the-top’ bytes.

---

**Box 5.3: SMS and AT&T**

Sources: AT&T June 2, 2010 Press release

AT&T provides a typical example of how lucrative SMS is for mobile carriers and how they may respond to the threat from OTT messaging apps.

AT&T charges 20 cents per text message if a customer does not have a messaging plan or has exceeded the allotted number of texts. From August 2011 AT&T eliminated the $10 per-month 1,000 messages option and the $5 per-month 200 messages option for individuals. New customers have the choice of either $20 per month for unlimited texting or paying $0.20 for every text and $0.30 for every multimedia message that they send or receive.

Given that an SMS message is at most 160 bytes in size, this cost scales to $1.210 per megabyte sent via text message. A one-minute phone call uses up the same amount of network capacity as 650 text messages, so that if the same cost-per-MB were applied to phone calls, mobile phone calls would cost $120 per minute.

To deal with OTT messaging apps, AT&T replaced its $30 per month unlimited data plan in June 2010 with two options. One offers up to 200MB for $15 per month (with additional use charged at $15 per 200MB). The other offers 2GB for $25 per month (with additional use charged at $10 per 1GB).

---

But SMS is not dead. The apps that compete with it depend upon both ends of the communication using the same app: they are closed systems. But SMS is on every phone: not just smartphones.

SMS is almost as good as email which runs on every platform and carrier throughout the world. Email is not available on every phone but in some cases it is better than SMS. For example, in Japan SMS is not cross-carrier. So a DoCoMo customer cannot text a Softbank user. But, if the phone has an email client and an email address, it is the best messaging option in Japan; as long as you have a cheap data plan. And, it is more easy for manufacturers to build email clients into phones than anything else, because email has standard protocols behind it.

**Cloud Services**

Traditionally, users had to physically connect devices to move, say, a photo from a smartphone to a home computer. With cloud services, as soon as a photo is taken it can be uploaded immediately to the cloud to be viewed anywhere, on any device. Google, Microsoft, Apple, and Amazon have all made significant investments in their operating systems and cloud services so that computers and mobile devices will seamlessly and silently upload files to one master location.

Cloud services put more pressure on network capacity. Traditional (physical) syncing placed no demands on the network but the cloud changes things. Now, instead of consuming no bandwidth when syncing 100 MB of photos back to a computer, cloud syncing uses 100 MB of data when uploading data and then an additional 100 MB downloading to each device connected to the cloud. While most services offer the option to sync only when on WiFi networks (e.g. coffee shops, living rooms), these cloud services could still result in significant additional bandwidth costs and potential bill shock for consumers. For subscribers who perform complete system back-up, the shock could be even greater.

There are no clear issues yet for competition and pricing and any that emerge are likely to be addressed first in developed markets.

**Internet Television**

Digitisation of broadband networks (both fixed and mobile) is causing tectonic shifts in business models. Traditionally, carriage and content went together: not any more. Video was the ‘killer app’ that prompted the building of cable and broadband networks. The network builders assumed they would be the providers of the content. But the impetus for delivering content over broadband is now coming from non-traditional sources that do not build the networks they rely on.
Content producers, equipment vendors and communications service providers have a ‘three screen’ strategy to deliver content to TVs, computers and mobile devices. More than half the peak-period traffic over fixed access networks is real-time entertainment with more than half going to game consoles, smart TVs, handhelds and mobile devices rather than to desktop and laptop computers.

Not only have the builders of networks been deprived of the revenues that they expected out of video but also they have to augment their networks to keep up with the growth in video traffic; on which they earn very little. Most video traffic adapts to network congestion by shifting to lower bitrates and quality, which impacts the subscriber experience on broadband. When capacity is increased, adaptive video simply upshifts to a higher fidelity and fills the new capacity.

One of the features of TCP is that each data packet must be acknowledged by the receiver or it will need to be retransmitted to guarantee in sequence delivery of the original data stream. If these acknowledgements are unable to quickly return to the originating server, then the TCP streams carrying the subscriber’s video will slow down. This is seen by the subscriber as a downgrade in their quality of experience.

Regulators do not want to stifle innovation across content and devices. Carriers will have to adapt their business and pricing models.
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2.6 MOBILE AND WIRELESS NETWORK REGULATION

Mobiles have been a spectacularly successful communications technology in both developed and developing countries. Most markets can support mobile competition. Also, mobile is the best way to extend telephone service in developing countries because mobile infrastructure is cheaper to deploy than fixed networks. Compared with the fixed network, regulation of mobile competition and pricing is light because competition makes regulation less necessary.

In developing countries, the fixed network is relatively immature with mobiles being the platform of choice for cheap deployment. According to ITU data, as at the end of 2009, over 65 per cent of countries worldwide have full or partial competition in basic services (local, long distance and international services) and 90 per cent of countries have either partial or full competition in the mobile sector.

Wireless networks share many of the same competition and pricing issues as the fixed network and examples of mobiles have been used in previous sections. In this section, we focus on issues which are specific to wireless and mobile networks. Some might distinguish between fixed wireless and mobile platforms. The former include ‘fixed mobile’ services and WiMAX. For convenience, we shall refer to mobiles because the regulatory issues are largely the same. Also, the idea of what constitutes a mobile phone is changing fast. How should we count e-readers, tablets, wireless broadband dongles and machine-to-machine communications which all depend upon wireless connectivity?

Where specific issues are covered in depth in other Modules For example, specific issues covered in other modules include spectrum, licensing and Universal Service, we shall touch only on how they affect competition and pricing.

In this section we shall explore:

- Policy Issues
- Key Concepts
The important guiding principle emerging from these topics is that regulation should neither dictate users’ preferences nor interfere with the flood of innovation flowing through mobiles.

### 2.6.1 POLICY ISSUES

There are a number of policy issues with aspects specific to mobiles:

- **Spectrum Policy (6.3)**
- **Interconnection (6.4)**
- **Roaming (6.5)**
- **Infrastructure Sharing (6.6)**
- **Enhancing Competition (6.7)**

Mobile and other wireless services are becoming effective substitutes for fixed telecommunications services for some users. Indeed, in many developing countries, wireless minutes of use exceed fixed minutes of use. This trend brings into question the long held assumption that an incumbent telecommunications operator will necessarily be the dominant operator in the market.

An open question is whether the success of mobiles will hinder the development of fixed broadband services. There has been call substitution from fixed to mobiles for some years and now there is mounting evidence of line substitution too (Box 6.2). It probably does not matter if fixed services are available to businesses in cities and residential customers find mobile broadband adequate.

As with the fixed network, digitisation is presenting mobile operators with the same challenge to traditional business models. In the case of mobiles, both voice and text messaging revenues can be diluted by apps. Since digitisation has separated access and services, in emerging business models access must ‘pay its own way’ and cannot rely on cross-subsidies from services. Of course, this may make affordable universal access harder to achieve and presents a policy challenge.

The digitisation of mobile networks puts capacity pressures on both mobile ‘access networks’ (spectrum) and ‘backhaul’ (transmission networks). The availability of spectrum is considered in Section 6.3. For backhaul, mobile networks have relied on microwave to connect base stations but with increasing volumes as traffic moves from voice to data, transmission will have to be carried by fibre.

Policy makers have been generally sympathetic to infrastructure sharing where mobile operators seek to share the extra sites required to migrate to new technologies and accommodate increased traffic.

Unbundling of the kind seen on fixed networks has not generally been applied to mobile networks. Mobile operators have not been obliged to accommodate call competition with carrier or call selection and the nearest equivalent to unbundled local loop and bitstream access, which is the MVNO (6.6), is not usually mandated.

### 2.6.2 KEY CONCEPTS

A key difference between fixed and mobile networks is the technology used in the customer access network. The fixed network uses copper or fibre.
Spectrum (6.3) is made available across different frequency bands for many different purposes. Lower frequency bands are suitable for mobile coverage and higher frequency is used to support capacity (e.g. video).

2G, 3G and 4G are successive ‘generations’ of mobile technology. 2G is voice and 3G is a combination of voice and data and 4G is designed expressly for (IP) data (see Telstra’s path to 4G). (1.5.2)

Interconnection (6.4) is similar to the fixed network except where RPNP applies.

RPNP (Receiving Party Network Pays) is less common than CPNP (Calling Party Network Pays) and does not apply in fixed networks.

BAK (6.4) or ‘bill and keep’ is associated with RPNP and is similar to peering (3.1.2) in the internet.

SIM (6.7) (Subscriber Identity Module) card is used in all GSM mobiles. Multiple SIM cards allow the same phone to be used on different networks.

MVNO (Mobile Virtual Network Operator) is a form of infrastructure sharing (6.6) used by entrants without spectrum and using varying amounts of other capacity.

2.6.3 SPECTRUM POLICY

In developed countries, access to spectrum for mobiles is more of an issue than for developing countries where making spectrum available in developing countries may be less costly and is typically used less intensively.

A key issue for wireless due to the growth in mobile data traffic is access to more spectrum. Radio Spectrum Management is covered in another Module. Here, we focus on competition and pricing. The choice of spectrum is important because it affects the cost of equipment (and hence the price of services), coverage (universal service objectives) and inter-operability.

In the US and Europe a major source is the spectrum released in the migration from analogue to digital television; the digital dividend. More recently, there has also been interest in making more effective use of broadcast television spectrum with the US being the first country to allow the unlicensed use of white spaces.

Mobile’s need for spectrum is a direct result of the growth in data services; in particular, video which takes up a lot of bandwidth.

Australia has tried restricting access to spectrum to encourage market entry. The Government gave itself this (‘competition limits’) power in 1997 when Australia already had three established mobile operators (Telstra, Optus and Vodafone).

Although two entrants did emerge, they did not survive: OneTel went into receivership and Hutchison has merged with Vodafone.

The Productivity Commission, which reports to the Treasury, recommended that the power to exclude operators from spectrum auctions should be removed as ‘unnecessary, potentially distorting and procedurally deficient’. However, the recommendation was rejected by the Government in December 2002.

The price of spectrum can also have a bearing on competition because some auctions have crippled operators who paid too much for spectrum. In developing countries, there may be more public benefits in seeing spectrum used well than getting high prices for spectrum; which leads to other methods of allocating spectrum (e.g. ‘beauty contests’ where applicants explain how they would use any allotment of spectrum).
2.6.4 INTERCONNECTION

The interconnection issues associated with mobiles depend on which of two charging regimes apply. Most countries use Calling Party Network Pays (CPNP) but a few countries (e.g. USA and Canada) apply Receiving Party Network Pays (RPNP) which allows for bill and keep (BAK) payment systems where there are no inter-operator payments (end users at each of the call may pay a fee to their respective operators) .

IP interconnection will eventually replace switched interconnection as new mobile technologies are data-centric and data traffic is becoming more significant than voice traffic. The transition will be harder for operators in CPNP countries if voice interconnection rates are high because IP interconnection is very cheap.

There is no access pricing issue with RPNP because there are no wholesale termination charges. The end-user placing the call pays the operator providing the mobile phone without the operator completing the call receiving any payments (BAK).

BAK is now finding favour as a possible wholesale charging arrangement in both fixed and mobile next generation networks for IP interconnection (see sections 3.1.2 and 4.3) because it is similar to ‘peering’ on the internet. This regime also reduces the amount of interconnection issues that a regulator has to deal with.

The Australian regulator asked the industry if would consider moving to BAK . But the majority of stakeholders preferred a uniform approach to regulating MTM and FTM termination. One concern was the risk of arbitrage which arises if traffic originating on a fixed network is presented by an access seeker as mobile-originated traffic. Such traffic would be terminated at zero price under a BAK system while fixed-originated traffic would normally be charged at the FTM termination rate. There are potentially significant costs associated with monitoring arbitrage activities and rectifying their consequences.

For CPNP countries the cost of terminating traffic on mobile networks continues to be a key regulatory issue. Both main forms of mobile termination under CPNP may be regulated:

- Fixed to Mobile call termination (F2M)
- Mobile to Mobile network call termination (M2M)

Calls to the fixed network (M2F) are usually terminated at the same rates as fixed (F2F) calls.

A special case of M2M is machine-to-machine communication which is rated more cheaply than person-to-person M2M calling and is not currently regulated; perhaps because machine-to-machine communications tend to be on-net services offered by an individual operator to an individual business.

The wholesale termination rate is usually the same for both F2M and M2M; which also has to deal with text messages (SMS, short message service) and MMS (picture and video transfer).

CPNP is generally believed to cause a market failure problem requiring regulation of mobile call interconnection. With CPNP, charges are ultimately borne by the customers of the originating operator and there is no competitive pressure on the terminating operator to constrain its wholesale charges . Price controls imposed on wholesale mobile termination have been justified on the basis that a high mobile termination rate:

- is due to each mobile network operator having monopoly power over the termination of calls on its network
- leads to high retail prices, as the termination fee generally sets a floor on the retail price which discourage calling;
- makes it harder for a much smaller mobile competitor to expand because of the additional cost that is linked to off-net calls;
- makes it harder for smaller mobile competitors to grow because larger networks have more extensive off-net calling opportunities to offer customers.

Where there is a large fixed network, mobile operators have used high F2M termination rates to promote mobile adoption through cheap SIM cards and handset subsidies. However, in many developing countries the fixed network is often not large so the fixed network cannot provide cross subsidies to mobile users (and is not recommended anyway).

In the Mobile to Mobile (M2M) context, mobile networks typically price on-net calls lower than (off-net) calls to other networks. If M2M termination rates are high, larger mobile networks are more likely to attract customers in a sort of ‘club effect’: to get cheaper calls, customers select the mobile operator that the people they call most also use. Without regulation, an operator could increase its termination rate to generate more revenue.
without affecting its own customers. The new revenue could be used to offer deeper on-net discounts to attract more customers which then generate more incoming calls and more revenue for bigger on-net discounts and so on.

MTC is the largest of the three mobile operators with about 85 per cent of the mobile market. It has tried to use its dominance to maintain its position in two ways, which have both been remedied by regulatory intervention.

MTC used high M2M termination charges to offer low on-net call charges to its customers. In 2008, the M2M rate was N$1.06 and MTC charged its customers N$2.5 for off-net calls compared with N$1.79 charged by its nearest rival [CellOne, rebranded later as Leo]. Since most customers were already on MTC, this created a ‘club effect’. Keeping its retail prices high caused traffic imbalances with the other network operators (both fixed and mobile) making net interconnection payments to MTC.

Following complaints and a benchmarking exercise, in July 2009 the regulator forced the M2M rate down to N$0.60 (equal to the fixed termination rate) and required it to fall to N$0.30 (about 4 US cents) by the beginning of 2011. This removed the justification for the different retail prices between on-net and off-net calls.

But MTC did not pass through falls in M2M wholesale charges to the retail prices its customers paid to call off-net customers. Unless customers can move easily to other mobile networks, the ‘club effect’ continues because the difference in on-net and off-net retail charges is maintained. So in February 2011 the regulator prohibited different retail prices for these two types of calls.

Despite dire warnings from MTC about the impact of these changes on its profitability and ability to invest, MTC has continued to prosper.

There is little cost justification for high mobile termination rates. Reducing mobile termination rates to cost leads to more traffic between networks increasing consumer welfare.

In Kenya, the regulator reduced the mobile termination rate from KES 4.42 per minute to KES 2.21 in August 2010 and this combined with increased mobile competition led to 70 per cent increase in calls to other mobile networks over 3 months compared with a 3 per cent increase in on-net call traffic.

In 2008 mobile termination rates in Europe ranged from 2 eurocents per minute in Cyprus to 8 eurocents in Germany, over 10 eurocents per minute in Greece and almost 16 eurocents in Bulgaria. This fragmented price regulation was seen as a serious risk to creating a single borderless market for telecoms services in Europe and a real threat to Europe’s competitiveness. As a result of an agreement in May 2009 on regulatory treatment of termination rates, they are required to fall to ‘pure’ LRIC. This is expected to result in rates between 1.5 and 3 eurocents by the end of 2012.
2.6.5 ROAMING

Roaming can be domestic or international. Operators normally pay a wholesale roaming charge (usually a charge per minute of use) in order to let their customers make or receive calls on another mobile network. Operators pass these roaming charges along to their customers with a mark-up.

In the case of domestic roaming, a new entrant will seek arrangements with other operators to extend coverage to its customers into areas where it has no network. Since coverage can be an important differentiator between mobile networks, this is an arrangement that may not appeal to larger mobile networks.

National roaming is generally simpler and less costly to manage than active infrastructure sharing. But national roaming may lead to a greater degree of uniformity among operators’ retail offerings. The roaming operator must rely on the choices made by the ‘visited’ operator running the network in that area. In addition, price competition may be restricted, since the retail tariffs charged by the roaming operator will be based, to a large extent, on the wholesale charges paid to the visited operator.
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In 2002, T-Mobile and O2 notified the European Commission (EC) that they wished to allow roaming between their respective 3G networks in Germany. The EC argued that national roaming restricted competition because of its effect on coverage, roll-out, prices, and quality of service, especially in urban areas where there were good opportunities for the roll-out of competitive networks.

O2 challenged this decision before the European Court of First Instance (Court), claiming that there was no restriction of competition, and that the EC analysis of the effect of the agreement on competition was flawed.

In 2006, the Court agreed that the EC had not properly assessed the extent to which the agreement was necessary for O2 to enter the market. It found that the EC analysis had no objective discussion of what the competition situation would have been in the absence of the agreement, which distorted the assessment of the actual and potential effects of the agreement on competition. Also, the EC’s claim that national roaming restricts competition was based on general statements about roaming agreements, not on concrete evidence specific to the agreement for that market. The EC also failed to demonstrate that any price dependence between the parties limited the freedom of O2 to set its prices on the market. The Court considered that such a roaming agreement, rather than restricting competition between network operators, may actually increase competition by letting a small network operator (in this case O2) compete with a large one (in this case T-Mobile).

Despite the concern about greater uniformity among operators’ retail offerings, roaming may be the only alternative to bring coverage to a certain area. Roaming can make services more available and more affordable in many areas.

International roaming is a monopoly like mobile terminating access (section 6.4) but is more complicated because of the international dimension: national regulators generally have little or no control over bi-lateral agreements between mobile operators in different countries. Because these terminating rates are harder to regulate down, multi-country operators have an opportunity to generate ‘club effects’. For example, in 2006 Celtel (Zain) introduced ‘borderless roaming’ across its customers in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda so they did not have to pay roaming charges to make or receive calls and they had the ability to top up their calling credit in any country.

International roaming is an important issue for the European Community which is creating a borderless market. It wants to create a stand-alone market for international roaming (section 6.5) with wholesale terminating prices regulated to the average of mobile terminating rates across the EU. Mobile customers would then have the right to opt for independent roaming services without having to change their number. From July 2012, the prices of voice, SMS and data have been capped at the retail and wholesale level.
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2.6.6 INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING

There are some benefits that apply to almost all forms of mobile network sharing. Network-sharing agreements generally benefit operators and the general public from a cost perspective. Network sharing helps operators to attain more efficient coverage, since operators may choose to use only those sites that provide deeper and better coverage, decommissioning sites with poor coverage possibilities. Operators can then reinvest those savings in upgrading their networks and providing better coverage and services to end users.

Passive infrastructure sharing is usually encouraged. Wireless communication masts and antennas can be unsightly and local communities may object to the construction of new sites because of the visual impact or because of the fear of public exposure to electromagnetic fields around masts and
antennas. Site sharing can limit such concerns and potential negative effects. Another beneficial aspect of site sharing is the amount of energy that can be saved when operators share electrical power, which is often in limited supply in developing countries.

Site sharing can also speed up network deployment and make it less expensive. In the European Union, for example, 2G networks were deployed in the 900 megahertz (MHz) spectrum band, while 3G licenses were assigned in the 1900-2100 MHz band. Because spectrum generally has a shorter range at higher frequencies, 3G networks require more base stations (and therefore more sites) — a significant transition expense for 2G operators. However, if those 2G operators can co-locate 3G equipment on each other’s existing 2G towers, they can enjoy significant savings as a result.

Active mobile infrastructure sharing may not be permitted under the licensing regimes of some countries. This is the case in India, for example, where the licensing regime for mobile telecommunications does not permit active sharing. Other regulatory agencies may allow active sharing only with strict conditions, in the belief that competing operators should utilize their own infrastructure independently.

Generally speaking, network sharing is a useful tool for regulators and policy makers who want to encourage network deployment in underserved or under-served areas. Several instruments can be used to promote network sharing. National roaming arrangements are probably the most simple and effective arrangements. While roaming leads to a certain level of uniformity among operators’ offerings, this does not necessarily restrict competition under-served areas. Several instruments can be used to promote network sharing. National roaming arrangements are probably the most simple and effective arrangements. While roaming leads to a certain level of uniformity among operators’ offerings, this does not necessarily restrict competition.

Active mobile infrastructure sharing may not be permitted under the licensing regimes of some countries. This is the case in India, for example, where the licensing regime for mobile telecommunications does not permit active sharing. Other regulatory agencies may allow active sharing only with strict conditions, in the belief that competing operators should utilize their own infrastructure independently.

A more complex form of sharing is the mobile virtual network operator (MVNO). The types of MVNO range from resale to bulk buying:

- The resale end of the market buys the existing suite of products and services off the provider at a small discount and resells them under their own name. It is little more than a rebadging exercise and does nothing beyond raising the MVNO’s profile in the mobile market segment.
- The true MVNOs buy minutes, texts and data in bulk and provides its own SIM card to its customers. The level of investment required by the true MVNO is much higher — they need to hire a product team and have billing capability for instance - but the rewards are also much greater.

MVNOs first appeared in Denmark, Hong Kong, Finland and the UK and today exist in over 50 countries, including most of Europe, United States, Canada, Australia and parts of Asia, and account for approximately 10% of all mobile phone subscribers around the world.
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2.6.7 ENHANCING COMPETITION

While many markets can support mobile competition, regulation may be necessary to support the competitive process. Apart from stopping anti-competitive conduct, there are some regulatory initiatives which could support a more competitive mobiles market.

With digitisation regulators will come under pressure to protect mobile operators from ‘over-the-top’ applications that reduce the voice and text revenues that are significant for mobiles. However, mobile operators should be encouraged to adapt their business models to accommodate competition (see Box 2.10). These applications will make regulatory initiatives like mandated call selection redundant.

A regulatory instrument that has been used extensively to promote competition in mobiles is mobile number portability (MNP). European Law treats number portability as a human right under the EU Universal Service Directive that has applied since July 2003. But in other countries, especially smaller developing countries, the benefits and costs of implementing number portability should be considered carefully. The technical options employed in large markets for MNP may be too costly for small countries and they will be overtaken by technological changes which will change how we think about numbering and customer switching.

Practice Notes

Reference Documents

Bahrain, A Cost-Benefit Analysis of Implementing Mobile Number Portability in Bahrain, February 2008
Bahrain, Number Portability Specifications Consultation Report, March 2011

2.7 REGULATING RETAIL PRICES

Before competition, price regulation was needed to correct monopolistic tendencies (i.e. restricting output and holding up prices) by the incumbent. This was usually done with rate of return regulation or with price cap regulation.

In the transition to competition, many countries kept some retail price controls to manage the price rebalancing that comes with the transition from monopoly to competition.

With competition, the regulatory focus shifts from regulating retail prices to access prices and maybe neither (e.g. if there is effective infrastructure competition); but not both. To protect competition, the regulator may still need to act to prevent anti-competitive conduct. And, there may be cases where access price regulation alone is not effective (e.g. mobile termination in CPNP countries).

This section reviews,

- Policy Issues
- Key Concepts
- Price Caps

2.7.1 POLICY ISSUES

Before the development of effective competition (e.g. state owned monopoly operators) the regulatory concern is that prices will be set substantially above cost so that the operator earns a monopoly level of profit. Wholesale prices are not relevant because there is no competition. With monopoly, the regulatory focus is on regulating retail prices to get the outcome one would expect if the market was competitive.

When regulating either access or retail prices (or both), regulators observe the principles of economic efficiency because that leads to the outcomes we expect in a competitive market.

But regulators are expected to target not only economic efficiency objectives but also politically determined social equity objectives which may
include:

- Managing tariff rebalancing: An important outcome in the transition from monopoly to competition is the elimination of cross-subsidies through tariff rebalancing. Competition erodes cross-subsidies and incumbents would like to expedite this process by increasing unprofitable (subsidised) retail access prices in order to lower profitable long-distance call prices. But sudden tariff rebalancing is politically unacceptable. So, price caps, geographical averaging or other similar schemes may be introduced to manage the impact of the necessary rebalancing and to ensure that rebalancing does not undermine the affordability of telephone services.

Whatever the benefits from subsidizing access prices, economists agree that rebalancing tariffs can produce significant economic gains. Tariff rebalancing meets economic efficiency objectives and can improve social welfare by stimulating demand for services such as long distance calling. Rebalanced prices provide improved signals to actual and potential service providers to invest in network access technologies and improve incentives for competitors to compete for a broad range of customers.

- Maintaining geographically uniform prices: It costs more to provide services in rural areas than in urban areas but for political reasons it may be necessary to insist that customers pay the same in any area. This social policy presents a clear conflict with economic efficiency principles. Retail price regulations may require this policy to be observed by the incumbent. Regulators setting cost-based prices may be tempted to set de-average wholesale prices which would pose problems for the incumbent (see Box 4.1).

- Affordability: the traditional monopoly policy of cross-subsidising access from calls helped increase take-up of fixed services. The fear that fixed services might become less affordable after tariff rebalancing has been mitigated by the rapid adoption of mobile services. Now the fear is that fixed broadband services may not be affordable after spending millions of dollars replacing copper with fibre. Since cross-subsidies are no longer viable, policy-makers need to find other instruments to ensure affordability. These could include direct subsidies to disadvantaged users or to operators (after competitive tenders) to fund roll-out.

Where there is competition, the regulatory focus is on access pricing leaving to market forces driving retail prices – with two exceptions.

- First, there may be some politically mandated pricing constraints, for the reasons just mentioned. The regulator should be given directions by policy-makers for pricing that supports social objectives. Otherwise, the regulator should be guided by economic efficiency principles.

- Second, the incumbent may seek to use its market position to frustrate competition. The ways in which this may occur and how the regulator can remedy such behaviour are discussed in the section on controlling anti-competitive conduct.

Any other interventions to regulate retail specific prices are likely to distort markets.

In markets with large fixed networks, there is sometime pressure on regulators to ensure that reductions in mobile termination rates are passed through to reductions in the retail prices paid by fixed customers to call mobile networks. This pressure is resisted.

For example, the Australian regulator was asked to mandate such pass-through in its ‘access determination’ for mobile termination. It has refused because it limits how fixed operators use the savings to pass on benefits.

Worse, in the Australian context where the ‘access determination’ is only used to avoid disputes, the existence of a mandatory pass-through requirement may incent fixed and mobile operators to settle on mobile termination rates that are higher than the access determination because a commercial agreement means the pass-through mechanism is not triggered.

And, even if there is a pass-through requirement is triggered, it could be circumvented by fixed line operators raising the pricing of other fixed line bundled services.
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2.7.2 KEY CONCEPTS

Key concepts include:

Rate of return regulation: this involves the regulator agreeing an allowed rate of return on capital. This allowed profit is then added to agreed operating and capital cost projections to establish the revenue needs of the regulated business. Given a forecast for the volume of sales in the regulated period, it is then possible to establish the permitted prices.

Price cap regulation: the regulated business is given a price cap regime (with or without consideration of the rate of return), which provides some level of incentives for operators to function efficiently and reduce costs.

Sliding-scale regulation: Commonly under this method a price cap is set but if a firm's profits exceed a given level then the firm is expected to cut prices to consumers with immediate effect.
**Tariff rebalancing** seeks to increase access prices, and reduce prices for services that have traditionally subsidized low access prices. The objective is to ensure that the price for each service reflects the underlying cost of providing that service.

### 2.7.3 PRICE CAPS

Many approaches have been developed to regulate prices. Price cap is one of the most widely accepted ways of price regulation. It was designed as an answer to weaknesses in the rate of return regulation.

The UK was the first country to introduce price-cap retail price regulation and the first country to remove them. In narrowband (voice telephony), the introduction of suitable wholesale products, such as wholesale line rental (WLR), allowed Ofcom to abolish retail price controls in 2006 and remove ex ante retail price regulation altogether in 2009.

Price cap regulation is sometimes called RPI-x regulation. It allows the operator to change its weighted average price level by the change in the retail price index (RPI) less a productivity factor (x). Sometimes, a price cap regime allows for exogenous price shocks (z) to be passed-on so the formula for the change in the price of the basket (P) is then,

\[ P = RPI - x + z \]

This is also known as incentive regulation because if the operator achieves greater efficiencies than required by x, it can retain the difference as increased profits. If it makes greater price cuts than are necessary to meet the formula in any year, it may be allowed to credit the surplus against changes required in the next period. This has been the case in Australia where retail price controls were first introduced in 1989.

**Box 7.2: RPI-x in Australia**

There is no overall basket but four separate baskets of services. The first basket of services consists of local calls, trunk (national long-distance and fixed-to-mobile) calls, international calls and line rentals. The second basket consists of Telstra’s most basic line rental product offered to residential customers. The third basket consists of Telstra’s most basic line rental product supplied to business customers and charity customers. The fourth basket consists of connection services.

The services in the first basket are subject to competitive pressure and x is set at the change in the RPI (CPI in Australia) so the weighted average of all services in the basket must not increase in nominal terms. In fact, in the year to June 2010 they fell 0.9 per cent overall (and just over 10 per cent for international calls). Together with an unused credit from the previous year of 2.9 the carry forward credit was 3.7 per cent. Carry-forward credits have been abolished but this has been off-set by reducing x from RP to zero.

The remaining three baskets remain subject to a zero x and all saw actual price changes larger than RPI funded by unused credits brought forward from the previous year. However, the remaining carry-out credits have been abolished.

The current regime will expire in June 2012.

Price caps can be complicated to administer and simpler variants such as revenue caps are worth considering.

**Practice Notes**

- Barbados: Price Cap Decision
- Hong Kong: Price Regulation

**Reference Documents**

- ACCC Methodology for administration of the Telstra carrier charges price control arrangements, October 2010
- ACCC Review of Telstra’s price control arrangements, March 2010
- ACCC Telstra’s compliance with the price control arrangements: 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2010
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